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Key FeaturesImplement common functional programming design patterns and techniques in
PythonLearn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on
expressiveness, clarity, and performanceApply functional Python to common Exploratory Data
Analysis (EDA) programming problemsBook DescriptionPython’s easy-to-learn and extensible
abilities offer a number of functional programming features for you to bring into your workflow,
especially in the realm of data science.If you’re a Python developer who wants to discover how
to take the power of functional programming and bring it into your own programs then this book
is essential for you, even if you know next to nothing about the paradigm. Starting with a general
overview of functional concepts you’ll explore common functional features such as first-class
and higher-order functions, pure functions and more, and how these are accomplished in
Python to give you the core foundations you’ll build upon. After that, you’ll discover common
functional optimizations for Python to help your apps reach even higher speeds. You'll also
explore data preparation techniques and data exploration in depth, along with learning how the
Python standard library fits the functional programming model. Finally, to top off your journey into
the world of function Python you’ll at look at the PyMonad project and some larger examples to
put everything into perspective.With Functional Python Programming by your side you’ll
understand the core concepts of function Python, its impact on the programming workflow, and
how to implement it in Python, giving you the ability to take your applications to an even higher
level.What you will learnUse Python's generator functions and generator expressions to work
with collections in a non-strict (or lazy) mannerUtilize Python library modules including itertools,
functools, multiprocessing, and concurrent.futures for efficient functional programsUse Python
strings with object-oriented suffix notation and prefix notationAvoid stateful classes by making
use of families of tuplesDesign and implement decorators to create composite functionsUse
functions like max(), min(), map(), filter(), and sorted()Write advanced higher-order
functionsAbout the AuthorSteven F. Lott has been programming since the 70s, when computers
were large, expensive, and rare. As a contract software developer and architect, he has worked
on hundreds of projects, from very small to very large. He's been using Python to solve business
problems for over 10 years.Table of ContentsIntroducing Functional ProgrammingIntroducing
Some Functional FeaturesFunctions, Iterators, and GeneratorsWorking with CollectionsHigher-
order FunctionsRecursions and ReductionsAdditional Tuple TechniquesThe Itertools
ModuleMore Itertools TechniquesThe Functools ModuleDecorator Design TechniquesThe
Multiprocessing and Threading ModulesConditional Expressions and the Operator ModuleThe
Pymonad LibraryA Functional Approach to Web ServicesOptimizations and Improvements

About the AuthorJason is a Software Engineer in the San Francisco Bay Area, developing Scala



applications at Loyal3 and Netflix. Before making the switch to functional programming he
managed the developer docs and support team at eBay, wrote advertising and merchandising
platforms in Java and built tools and UI prototypes at Apple.
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account holdersIf you have an account with Packt at , you can use this to access PacktLib today
and view 9 entirely free books. Simply use your login credentials for immediate
access.PrefaceProgramming languages sometimes fit neatly into tidy categories like imperative
and functional. Imperative languages might further subdivide into those that are procedural and
those that include features for object-oriented programming. The Python language, however,
contains aspects of all of these three language categories. Though Python is not a purely
functional programming language, we can do a great deal of functional programming in
Python.Most importantly, we can leverage many design patterns and techniques from other
functional languages and apply them to Python programming. These borrowed concepts can
lead us to create succinct and elegant programs. Python's generator expressions, in particular,
avoid the need to create large in-memory data structures, leading to programs which may
execute more quickly because they use fewer resources.We can't easily create purely functional
programs in Python. Python lacks a number of features that would be required for this. For
example, we don't have unlimited recursion, lazy evaluation of all expressions, and an optimizing
compiler.Generally, Python emphasizes strict evaluation rules. This means that statements are
executed in order and expressions are evaluated from left to right. While this deviates from
functional purity, it allows us to perform manual optimizations when writing in Python. We'll take a
hybrid approach to functional programming using Python's functional features when they can
add clarity or simplify the code and use ordinary imperative features for optimization.There are
several key features of functional programming languages that are available in Python. One of
the most important is the idea that functions are first-class objects. In some languages, functions
exist only as a source code construct: they don't exist as proper data structures at runtime. In
Python, functions can use functions as arguments and return functions as results.Python offers
a number of higher-order functions. Functions like map(), filter(), and functools.reduce() are
widely used in this role. Less obvious functions like sorted(), min(), and max() are also higher-
order functions; they have a default function and, consequently, different syntax from the more
common examples.Functional programs often exploit immutable data structures. The emphasis
on stateless objects permits flexible optimization. Python offers tuples and namedtuples as
complex but immutable objects. We can leverage these structures to adapt some design
practices from other functional programming languages.Many functional languages emphasize
recursion but exploit Tail-Call Optimization (TCO). Python tends to limit recursion to a relatively
small number of stack frames. In many cases, we can think of a recursion as a generator
function. We can then simply rewrite it to use a yield from statement, doing the tail-call
optimization ourselves.We'll look at the core features of functional programming from a Python
point of view. Our objective is to borrow good ideas from functional programming languages, and
use these ideas to create expressive and succinct applications in Python.What this book
coversChapter 1, Introducing Functional Programming, introduces some of the techniques that
characterize functional programming. We'll identify some of the ways to map these features to



Python, and finally, we'll also address some ways that the benefits of functional programming
accrue when we use these design patterns to build Python applications.Chapter 2, Introducing
Some Functional Features, will delve into six central features of the functional programming
paradigm. We'll look at each in some detail to see how they're implemented in Python. We'll also
point out some features of functional languages that don't apply well to Python. In particular,
many functional languages have complex type-matching rules required to support compilation
and optimization.Chapter 3, Functions, Iterators, and Generators, will show how to leverage
immutable Python objects and generator expressions, and adapt functional programming
concepts to the Python language. We'll look at some of the built-in Python collection and how we
can leverage them without departing too far from functional programming concepts.Chapter 4,
Working with Collections, shows how we can use a number of built-in Python functions to
operate on collections of data. This section will focus on a number of relatively simple functions
such as any() and all(), which will reduce a collection of values to a single result.Chapter 5,
Higher-order Functions, examines the commonly used higher order functions such as map() and
filter(). The chapter also includes a number of other functions that are also higher-order
functions, as well as how we can create our own higher-order functions.Chapter 6, Recursions
and Reductions, shows how we can design an algorithm using recursion and then optimize it
into a high performance for loop. We'll also look at some other reductions that are widely used,
including the collections.Counter() function.Chapter 7, Additional Tuple Techniques, shows a
number of ways in which we can use immutable tuples and namedtuples instead of stateful
objects. Immutable objects have a much simpler interface: we never have to worry about
abusing an attribute and setting an object into some inconsistent or invalid state.Chapter 8, The
Itertools Module, examines a number of functions in the standard library module. This collection
of functions simplifies writing programs that deal with collections or generator functions.Chapter
9, More Itertools Techniques, covers the combinatoric functions in the itertools module. These
functions are somewhat less useful. This chapter includes some examples that illustrate ill-
considered uses of these functions and the consequences of combinatoric explosion.Chapter
10, The Functools Module, will show how to use some of the functions in this module for
functional programming. A few of the functions in this module are more appropriate for building
decorators, and are left for the next chapter. The other functions, however, provide several more
ways to design and implement function programs.Chapter 11, Decorator Design Techniques,
shows how we can look at a decorator as a way to build a composite function. While there is
considerable flexibility here, there are also some conceptual limitations: we'll look at ways in
which overly complex decorators can become confusing rather than helpful.Chapter 12, The
Multiprocessing and Threading Modules, points out an important consequence of good
functional design: we can distribute the processing workload. Using immutable objects means
that we can't corrupt an object because of poorly synchronized write operations.Chapter 13,
Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, will show some ways in which we can break
out of Python's strict order of evaluation. There are limitations to what we can achieve here. We'll



also look at the operator module and how the operator module can lead to some slight
clarification of some simple kinds of processing.Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library, examines
some of the features of the PyMonad library. This provides some additional functional
programming features. This also provides a way to learn more about monads. In some functional
languages, monads are an important way to force a particular order for operations that might get
optimized into an undesirable order. Since Python already has strict ordering of expressions and
statements, the monad feature is more instructive than practical.Chapter 15, A Functional
Approach to Web Services, shows how we can think of web services as a nested collection of
functions that transform a request into a reply. We'll see ways in which we can leverage
functional programming concepts for building responsive, dynamic web content.Chapter 16,
Optimizations and Improvements, includes some additional tips on performance and
optimization. We'll emphasize techniques like memoization because they're easy to implement
and can—in the right context—yield dramatic performance improvements.What you need for
this bookThis book presumes some familiarity with Python 3 and general concepts of application
development. We won't look deeply at subtle or complex features of Python; we'll avoid much
consideration of the internals of the language.We'll presume some familiarity with functional
programming. Since Python is not a functional programming language, we can't dig deeply into
functional concepts. We'll pick and choose the aspects of functional programming that fit well
with Python and leverage just those that seem useful.Some of the examples use Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA) as a problem domain to show the value of functional programming. Some
familiarity with basic probability and statistics will help with this. There are only a few examples
that move into more serious data science.You'll need to have Python 3.3 or 3.4 installed and
running. For more information on Python, visit .In Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library, we'll look at
installing this additional library. If you have Python 3.4 ,which includes pip and Easy Install, this
will be very easy. If you have Python 3.3, you might have already installed pip or Easy Install or
both. Once you have an installer, you can add PyMonad. Visit for more details.Who this book is
forThis book is for programmers who want to create succinct, expressive Python programs by
borrowing techniques and design patterns from functional programming languages. Some
algorithms can be expressed elegantly in a functional style; we can—and should—adapt this to
make Python programs more readable and maintainable.In some cases, a functional approach
to a problem will also lead to extremely high performance algorithms. Python makes it too easy
to create large intermediate data structures, tying up memory and processor time. With
functional programming design patterns, we can often replace large lists with generator
expressions that are equally expressive, but take up much less memory and run much more
quickly.ConventionsIn this book, you will find a number of styles of text that distinguish between
different kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles, and an explanation of
their meaning.Code words in text are shown as follows: "We can create a Pool object of
concurrent worker processes, assign tasks to them, and expect the tasks to be executed
concurrently."A block of code is set as follows:GIMP PaletteName: CrayolaColumns: 16#Any



command-line input or output is written as follows:def max(a, b): f = {a >= b: lambda: a, b >= a:
lambda: b}[True] return f()NoteWarnings or important notes appear in a box like this.TipTips
and tricks appear like this.Reader feedbackFeedback from our readers is always welcome. Let
us know what you think about this book—what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback
is important for us to develop titles that you really get the most out of.To send us general
feedback, simply send an e-mail to <feedback@packtpub.com>, and mention the book title
through the subject of your message.If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are
interested in either writing or contributing to a book, see our author guide on .Customer
supportNow that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help
you to get the most from your purchase.Downloading the example codeYou can download the
example code files for all Packt books you have purchased from your account at . If you
purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the files e-mailed directly to
you.ErrataAlthough we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes
do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—
we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from
frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please
report them by visiting , selecting your book, clicking on the errata submission form link, and
entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be
accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our website, or added to any list of existing errata,
under the Errata section of that title.PiracyPiracy of copyright material on the Internet is an
ongoing problem across all media. At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses
very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the Internet,
please provide us with the location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue
a remedy.Please contact us at <copyright@packtpub.com> with a link to the suspected pirated
material.We appreciate your help in protecting our authors, and our ability to bring you valuable
content.QuestionsYou can contact us at <questions@packtpub.com> if you are having a
problem with any aspect of the book, and we will do our best to address it.Chapter 1. Introducing
Functional ProgrammingFunctional programming defines a computation using expressions and
evaluation—often encapsulated in function definitions. It de-emphasizes or avoids the
complexity of state change and mutable objects. This tends to create programs that are more
succinct and expressive. In this chapter, we'll introduce some of the techniques that characterize
functional programming. We'll identify some of the ways to map these features to Python. Finally,
we'll also address some ways in which the benefits of functional programming accrue when we
use these design patterns to build Python applications.Python has numerous functional
programming features. It is not a purely functional programming language. It offers enough of the
right kinds of features that it confers to the benefits of functional programming. It also retains all
optimization power available from an imperative programming language.We'll also look at a
problem domain that we'll use for many of the examples in this book. We'll try to stick closely to
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) because its algorithms are often good examples of functional



programming. Furthermore, the benefits of functional programming accrue rapidly in this
problem domain.Our goal is to establish some essential principles of functional programming.
The more serious Python code will begin in Chapter 2, Introducing Some Functional
Features.NoteWe'll focus on Python 3 features in this book. However, some of the examples
might also work in Python 2.Identifying a paradigmIt's difficult to be definitive on what fills the
universe of programming paradigms. For our purposes, we will distinguish between just two of
the many programming paradigms: Functional programming and Imperative programming. One
important distinguishing feature between these two is the concept of state.In an imperative
language, like Python, the state of the computation is reflected by the values of the variables in
the various namespaces. The values of the variables establish the state of a computation; each
kind of statement makes a well-defined change to the state by adding or changing (or even
removing) a variable. A language is imperative because each statement is a command, which
changes the state in some way.Our general focus is on the assignment statement and how it
changes state. Python has other statements, such as global or nonlocal, which modify the rules
for variables in a particular namespace. Statements like def, class, and import change the
processing context. Other statements like try, except, if, elif, and else act as guards to modify
how a collection of statements will change the computation's state. Statements like for and
while, similarly, wrap a block of statements so that the statements can make repeated changes
to the state of the computation. The focus of all these various statement types, however, is on
changing the state of the variables.Ideally, each statement advances the state of the
computation from an initial condition toward the desired final outcome. This "advances the
computation" assertion can be challenging to prove. One approach is to define the final state,
identify a statement that will establish this final state, and then deduce the precondition required
for this final statement to work. This design process can be iterated until an acceptable initial
state is derived.In a functional language, we replace state—the changing values of variables—
with a simpler notion of evaluating functions. Each function evaluation creates a new object or
objects from existing objects. Since a functional program is a composition of a function, we can
design lower-level functions that are easy to understand, and we will design higher-level
compositions that can also be easier to visualize than a complex sequence of
statements.Function evaluation more closely parallels mathematical formalisms. Because of
this, we can often use simple algebra to design an algorithm, which clearly handles the edge
cases and boundary conditions. This makes us more confident that the functions work. It also
makes it easy to locate test cases for formal unit testing.It's important to note that functional
programs tend to be relatively succinct, expressive, and efficient when compared to imperative
(object-oriented or procedural) programs. The benefit isn't automatic; it requires a careful design.
This design effort is often easier than functionally similar procedural programming.Subdividing
the procedural paradigmWe can subdivide imperative languages into a number of discrete
categories. In this section, we'll glance quickly at the procedural versus object-oriented
distinction. What's important here is to see how object-oriented programming is a subset of



imperative programming. The distinction between procedural and object-orientation doesn't
reflect the kind of fundamental difference that functional programming represents.We'll use code
examples to illustrate the concepts. For some, this will feel like reinventing a wheel. For others, it
provides a concrete expression of abstract concepts.For some kinds of computations, we can
ignore Python's object-oriented features and write simple numeric algorithms. For example, we
might write something like the following to get the range of numbers:s = 0for n in range(1, 10): if
n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: s += nprint(s)We've made this program strictly procedural, avoiding
any explicit use of Python's object features. The program's state is defined by the values of the
variables s and n. The variable, n, takes on values such that 1 ≤ n < 10. As the loop involves an
ordered exploration of values of n, we can prove that it will terminate when n == 10. Similar code
would work in C or Java using their primitive (non-object) data types.We can exploit Python's
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) features and create a similar program:m = list()for n in
range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: m.append(n)print(sum(m))This program produces
the same result but it accumulates a stateful collection object, m, as it proceeds. The state of the
computation is defined by the values of the variables m and n.The syntax of m.append(n) and
sum(m) can be confusing. It causes some programmers to insist (wrongly) that Python is
somehow not purely Object-oriented because it has a mixture of the function()and
object.method() syntax. Rest assured, Python is purely Object-oriented. Some languages, like C
++, allow the use of primitive data type such as int, float, and long, which are not objects. Python
doesn't have these primitive types. The presence of prefix syntax doesn't change the nature of
the language.To be pedantic, we could fully embrace the object model, the subclass, the list
class, and add a sum method:class SummableList(list): def sum( self ): s= 0 for v in
self.__iter__(): s += v return sIf we initialize the variable, m, with the SummableList()
class instead of the list() method, we can use the m.sum() method instead of the sum(m)
method. This kind of change can help to clarify the idea that Python is truly and completely
object-oriented. The use of prefix function notation is purely syntactic sugar.All three of these
examples rely on variables to explicitly show the state of the program. They rely on the
assignment statements to change the values of the variables and advance the computation
toward completion. We can insert the assert statements throughout these examples to
demonstrate that the expected state changes are implemented properly.The point is not that
imperative programming is broken in some way. The point is that functional programming leads
to a change in viewpoint, which can, in many cases, be very helpful. We'll show a function view
of the same algorithm. Functional programming doesn't make this example dramatically shorter
or faster.Using the functional paradigmIn a functional sense, the sum of the multiples of 3 and 5
can be defined in two parts:The sum of a sequence of numbersA sequence of values that pass
a simple test condition, for example, being multiples of three and fiveThe sum of a sequence has
a simple, recursive definition:def sum(seq): if len(seq) == 0: return 0 return seq[0] +
sum(seq[1:])We've defined the sum of a sequence in two cases: the base case states that the
sum of a zero length sequence is 0, while the recursive case states that the sum of a sequence



is the first value plus the sum of the rest of the sequence. Since the recursive definition depends
on a shorter sequence, we can be sure that it will (eventually) devolve to the base case.The +
operator on the last line of the preceding example and the initial value of 0 in the base case
characterize the equation as a sum. If we change the operator to * and the initial value to 1, it
would just as easily compute a product. We'll return to this simple idea of generalization in the
following chapters.Similarly, a sequence of values can have a simple, recursive definition, as
follows:def until(n, filter_func, v): if v == n: return [] if filter_func(v): return [v] + until( n,
filter_func, v+1 ) else: return until(n, filter_func, v+1)In this function, we've compared a given
value, v, against the upper bound, n. If v reaches the upper bound, the resulting list must be
empty. This is the base case for the given recursion.There are two more cases defined by the
given filter_func() function. If the value of v is passed by the filter_func() function, we'll create a
very small list, containing one element, and append the remaining values of the until() function
to this list. If the value of v is rejected by the filter_func() function, this value is ignored and the
result is simply defined by the remaining values of the until() function.We can see that the value
of v will increase from an initial value until it reaches n, assuring us that we'll reach the base case
soon.Here's how we can use the until() function to generate the multiples of 3 or 5. First, we'll
define a handy lambda object to filter values:mult_3_5= lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0(We will
use lambdas to emphasize succinct definitions of simple functions. Anything more complex than
a one-line expression requires the def statement.)We can see how this lambda works from the
command prompt in the following example:>>> mult_3_5(3)True>>> mult_3_5(4)False>>>
mult_3_5(5)TrueThis function can be used with the until() function to generate a sequence of
values, which are multiples of 3 or 5.The until() function for generating a sequence of values
works as follows:>>> until(10, lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0, 0)[0, 3, 5, 6, 9]We can use our
recursive sum() function to compute the sum of this sequence of values. The various functions,
such as sum(), until(), and mult_3_5() are defined as simple recursive functions. The values are
computed without restoring to use intermediate variables to store state.We'll return to the ideas
behind this purely functional recursive function definition in several places. It's important to note
here that many functional programming language compilers can optimize these kinds of simple
recursive functions. Python can't do the same optimizations.Using a functional hybridWe'll
continue this example with a mostly functional version of the previous example to compute the
sum of the multiples of 3 and 5. Our hybrid functional version might look like the
following:print( sum(n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n%5==0) )We've used nested generator
expressions to iterate through a collection of values and compute the sum of these values. The
range(1, 10) method is an iterable and, consequently, a kind of generator expression; it
generates a sequence of values . The more complex expression, n for n in range(1, 10) if n
%3==0 or n%5==0, is also an iterable expression. It produces a set of values . A variable, n, is
bound to each value, more as a way of expressing the contents of the set than as an indicator of
the state of the computation. The sum() function consumes the iterable expression, creating a
final object, 23.TipThe bound variable doesn't change once a value is bound to it. The variable,



n, in the loop is essentially a shorthand for the values available from the range() function.The if
clause of the expression can be extracted into a separate function, allowing us to easily
repurpose this with other rules. We could also use a higher-order function named filter() instead
of the if clause of the generator expression. We'll save this for Chapter 5, Higher-order
Functions.As we work with generator expressions, we'll see that the bound variable is at the
blurry edge of defining the state of the computation. The variable, n, in this example isn't directly
comparable to the variable, n, in the first two imperative examples. The for statement creates a
proper variable in the local namespace. The generator expression does not create a variable in
the same way as a for statement does:>>> sum( n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n
%5==0 )23>>> nTraceback (most recent call last): File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>NameError:
name 'n' is not definedBecause of the way Python uses namespaces, it might be possible to
write a function that can observe the n variable in a generator expression. However, we won't.
Our objective is to exploit the functional features of Python, not to detect how those features
have an object-oriented implementation under the hood.Looking at object creationIn some
cases, it might help to look at intermediate objects as a history of the computation. What's
important is that the history of a computation is not fixed. When functions are commutative or
associative, then changes to the order of evaluation might lead to different objects being
created. This might have performance improvements with no changes to the correctness of the
results.Consider this expression:>>> 1+2+3+410We are looking at a variety of potential
computation histories with the same result. Because the + operator is commutative and
associative, there are a large number of candidate histories that lead to the same result.Of the
candidate sequences, there are two important alternatives, which are as follows:>>>
((1+2)+3)+410>>> 1+(2+(3+4))10In the first case, we fold in values working from left to right.
This is the way Python works implicitly. Intermediate objects 3 and 6 are created as part of this
evaluation.In the second case, we fold from right-to-left. In this case, intermediate objects 7 and
9 are created. In the case of simple integer arithmetic, the two results have identical
performance; there's no optimization benefit.When we work with something like the list append,
we might see some optimization improvements when we change the association rules.Here's a
simple example:>>> import timeit>>>
timeit.timeit("((([]+[1])+[2])+[3])+[4]")0.8846941249794327>>>
timeit.timeit("[]+([1]+([2]+([3]+[4])))")1.0207440659869462In this case, there's some benefit in
working from left to right.What's important for functional design is the idea that the + operator (or
add() function) can be used in any order to produce the same results. The + operator has no
hidden side effects that restrict the way this operator can be used.The stack of turtlesWhen we
use Python for functional programming, we embark down a path that will involve a hybrid that's
not strictly functional. Python is not Haskell, OCaml, or Erlang. For that matter, our underlying
processor hardware is not functional; it's not even strictly object-oriented—CPUs are generally
procedural.All programming languages rest on abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual
machines. These abstractions, in turn, may rely on other abstractions, libraries, frameworks and



virtual machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the world is carried on the back of a giant turtle.
The turtle stands on the back of another giant turtle. And that turtle, in turn, is standing on the
back of yet another turtle.It's turtles all the way down.--Anonymous
There's no practical end to the layers of abstractions.More importantly, the presence of
abstractions and virtual machines doesn't materially change our approach to designing software
to exploit the functional programming features of Python.Even within the functional programming
community, there are more pure and less pure functional programming languages. Some
languages make extensive use of monads to handle stateful things like filesystem input and
output. Other languages rely on a hybridized environment that's similar to the way we use
Python. We write software that's generally functional with carefully chosen procedural
exceptions.Our functional Python programs will rely on the following three stacks of
abstractions:Our applications will be functions—all the way down—until we hit the objectsThe
underlying Python runtime environment that supports our functional programming is objects—all
the way down—until we hit the turtlesThe libraries that support Python are a turtle on which
Python standsThe operating system and hardware form their own stack of turtles. These details
aren't relevant to the problems we're going to solve.A classic example of functional
programmingAs part of our introduction, we'll look at a classic example of functional
programming. This is based on the classic paper Why Functional Programming Matters by John
Hughes. The article appeared in a paper called Research Topics in Functional Programming,
edited by D. Turner, published by Addison-Wesley in 1990.Here's a link to the paper Research
Topics in Functional Programming:This discussion of functional programming in general is
profound. There are several examples given in the paper. We'll look at just one: the Newton-
Raphson algorithm for locating the roots of a function. In this case, the function is the square
root.It's important because many versions of this algorithm rely on the explicit state managed via
loops. Indeed, the Hughes paper provides a snippet of the Fortran code that emphasizes
stateful, imperative processing.The backbone of this approximation is the calculation of the next
approximation from the current approximation. The next_() function takes x, an approximation to
the sqrt(n) method and calculates a next value that brackets the proper root. Take a look at the
following example:def next_(n, x): return (x+n/x)/2This function computes a series of values .
The distance between the values is halved each time, so they'll quickly get to converge on the
value such that, which means . We don't want to call the method next() because this name would
collide with a built-in function. We call it the next_() method so that we can follow the original
presentation as closely as possible.Here's how the function looks when used in the command
prompt:>>> n= 2>>> f= lambda x: next_(n, x)>>> a0= 1.0>>> [ round(x,4) for x in (a0, f(a0),
f(f(a0)), f(f(f(a0))),) ][1.0, 1.5, 1.4167, 1.4142]We've defined the f() method as a lambda that will
converge on . We started with 1.0 as the initial value for . Then we evaluated a sequence of
recursive evaluations: , and so on. We evaluated these functions using a generator expression
so that we could round off each value. This makes the output easier to read and easier to use
with doctest. The sequence appears to converge rapidly on .We can write a function, which will



(in principle) generate an infinite sequence of values converging on the proper square root:def
repeat(f, a): yield a for v in repeat(f, f(a)): yield vThis function will generate approximations
using a function, f(), and an initial value, a. If we provide the next_() function defined earlier, we'll
get a sequence of approximations to the square root of the n argument.TipThe repeat() function
expects the f() function to have a single argument, however, our next_() function has two
arguments. We can use a lambda object, lambda x: next_(n, x), to create a partial version of the
next_() function with one of two variables bound.The Python generator functions can't be trivially
recursive, they must explicitly iterate over the recursive results, yielding them individually.
Attempting to use a simple return repeat(f, f(a)) will end the iteration, returning a generator
expression instead of yielding the sequence of values.We have two ways to return all the values
instead of returning a generator expression, which are as follows:We can write an explicit for
loop as follows:for x in some_iter: yield x.We can use the yield from statement as follows:yield
from some_iter.Both techniques of yielding the values of a recursive generator function are
equivalent. We'll try to emphasize yield from. In some cases, however, the yield with a complex
expression will be more clear than the equivalent mapping or generator expression.Of course,
we don't want the entire infinite sequence. We will stop generating values when two values are
so close to each other that we can call either one the square root we're looking for. The common
symbol for the value, which is close enough, is the Greek letter Epsilon, ε, which can be thought
of as the largest error we will tolerate.In Python, we'll have to be a little clever about taking items
from an infinite sequence one at a time. It works out well to use a simple interface function that
wraps a slightly more complex recursion. Take a look at the following code snippet:def within(ε,
iterable): def head_tail(ε, a, iterable): b= next(iterable) if abs(a-b) <= ε: return b return
head_tail(ε, b, iterable) return head_tail(ε, next(iterable), iterable)We've defined an internal
function, head_tail(), which accepts the tolerance, ε, an item from the iterable sequence, a, and
the rest of the iterable sequence, iterable. The next item from the iterable bound to a name b. If ,
then the two values that are close enough together that we've found the square root. Otherwise,
we use the b value in a recursive invocation of the head_tail() function to examine the next pair
of values.Our within() function merely seeks to properly initialize the internal head_tail() function
with the first value from the iterable parameter.Some functional programming languages offer a
technique that will put a value back into an iterable sequence. In Python, this might be a kind of
unget() or previous() method that pushes a value back into the iterator. Python iterables don't
offer this kind of rich functionality.We can use the three functions next_(), repeat(), and within()
to create a square root function, as follows:def sqrt(a0, ε, n): return within(ε, repeat(lambda x:
next_(n,x), a0))We've used the repeat() function to generate a (potentially) infinite sequence of
values based on the next_(n,x) function. Our within() function will stop generating values in the
sequence when it locates two values with a difference less than ε.When we use this version of
the sqrt() method, we need to provide an initial seed value, a0, and an ε value. An expression
like sqrt(1.0, .0001, 3) will start with an approximation of 1.0 and compute the value of to within
0.0001. For most applications, the initial a0 value can be 1.0. However, the closer it is to the



actual square root, the more rapidly this method converges.The original example of this
approximation algorithm was shown in the Miranda language. It's easy to see that there are few
profound differences between Miranda and Python. The biggest difference is Miranda's ability to
construct cons, a value back into an iterable, doing a kind of unget. This parallelism between
Miranda and Python gives us confidence that many kinds of functional programming can be
easily done in Python.Exploratory Data AnalysisLater in this book, we'll use the field of EDA as a
source for concrete examples of functional programming. This field is rich with algorithms and
approaches to working with complex datasets; functional programming is often a very good fit
between the problem domain and automated solutions.While details vary from author to author,
there are several widely accepted stages of EDA. These include the following:Data preparation:
This might involve extraction and transformation for source applications. It might involve parsing
a source data format and doing some kinds of data scrubbing to remove unusable or invalid
data. This is an excellent application of functional design techniques.Data exploration: This is a
description of the available data. This usually involves the essential statistical functions. This is
another excellent place to explore functional programming. We can describe our focus as
univariate and bivariate statistics but that sounds too daunting and complex. What this really
means is that we'll focus on mean, median, mode, and other related descriptive statistics. Data
exploration may also involve data visualization. We'll skirt this issue because it doesn't involve
very much functional programming. I'll suggest that you use a toolkit like SciPy.Visit the following
link to get more information how SciPY works and its usage:orData modeling and machine
learning: This tends to be proscriptive as it involves extending a model to new data. We're going
to skirt this because some of the models can become mathematically complex. If we spend too
much time on these topics, we won't be able to focus on functional programming.Evaluation and
comparison: When there are alternative models, each must be evaluated to determine which is a
better fit for the available data. This can involve ordinary descriptive statistics of model outputs.
This can benefit from functional design techniques.The goal of EDA is often to create a model
that can be deployed as a decision support application. In many cases, a model might be a
simple function. A simple functional programming approach can apply the model to new data
and display results for human consumption.SummaryWe've looked at programming paradigms
with an eye toward distinguishing the functional paradigm from two common imperative
paradigms. Our objective in this book is to explore the functional programming features of
Python. We've noted that some parts of Python don't allow purely functional programming; we'll
be using some hybrid techniques that meld the good features of succinct, expressive functional
programming with some high-performance optimizations in Python.In the next chapter, we'll look
at five specific functional programming techniques in detail. These techniques will form the
essential foundation for our hybridized functional programming in Python.Chapter 2. Introducing
Some Functional FeaturesMost of the features of functional programming are already first-class
parts of Python. Our goal in writing functional Python is to shift our focus away from imperative
(procedural or object-oriented) techniques to the maximum extent possible.We'll look at each of



the following functional programming topics:First-class and higher-order functions, which are
also known as pure functions.Immutable Data.Strict and non-strict evaluation. We can also call
this eager vs. lazy evaluation.Recursion instead of an explicit loop state.Functional type
systems.This should reiterate some concepts from the first chapter. Firstly, that purely functional
programming avoids the complexities of explicit state maintained via variable assignment.
Secondly, that Python is not a purely functional language.We don't offer a rigorous definition of
functional programming. Instead, we'll locate some common features that are indisputably
important. We'll steer clear of the blurry edges.First-class functionsFunctional programming is
often succinct and expressive. One way to achieve this is by providing functions as arguments
and return values for other functions. We'll look at numerous examples of manipulating
functions.For this to work, functions must be first-class objects in the runtime environment. In
programming languages such as C, a function is not a runtime object. In Python, however,
functions are objects that are created (usually) by the def statements and can be manipulated by
other Python functions. We can also create a function as a callable object or by assigning
lambda to a variable.Here's how a function definition creates an object with attributes:>>> def
example(a, b, **kw):... return a*b...>>> type(example)<class 'function'>>>>
example.__code__.co_varnames('a', 'b', 'kw')>>> example.__code__.co_argcount2We've
created an object, example, that is of class function(). This object has numerous attributes. The
__code__ object associated with the function object has attributes of its own. The
implementation details aren't important. What is important is that functions are first-class
objects, and can be manipulated just like all other objects. We previously displayed the values of
two of the many attributes of a function object.Pure functionsTo be expressive, a function used in
a functional programming design will be free from the confusion created by side effects. Using
pure functions can also allow some optimizations by changing evaluation order. The big win,
however, stems from pure functions being conceptually simpler and much easier to test.To write
a pure function in Python, we have to write local-only code. This means we have to avoid the
global statements. We need to look closely at any use of nonlocal; while it is a side effect in
another scope, it's confined to a nested function definition. This is an easy standard to meet.
Pure functions are a common feature of Python programs.There isn't a trivial way to guarantee a
Python function is free from side effects. It is easy to carelessly break the pure function rule. If we
ever want to worry about our ability to follow this rule, we could write a function that uses the dis
module to scan a given function's __code__.co_code compiled code for global references. It
could report on use of internal closures, and the __code__.co_freevars tuple method as well.
This is a rather complex solution to a rare problem; we won't pursue it further.A Python lambda is
a pure function. While this isn't a highly recommended style, it's certainly possible to create pure
functions via lambda values.Here's a function created by assigning lambda to a variable:>>>
mersenne = lambda x: 2**x-1>>> mersenne(17)131071We created a pure function using
lambda and assigned this to the variable mersenne. This is a callable object with a single
argument value that returns a single value. Because lambda's can't have assignment



statements, they're always pure functions and suitable for functional programming.Higher-order
functionsWe can achieve expressive, succinct programs using higher-order functions. These are
functions that accept a function as an argument or return a function as a value. We can use
higher-order functions as a way to create composite functions from simpler functions.Consider
the Python max() function. We can provide a function as an argument and modify how the max()
function behaves.Here's some data we might want to process:>>> year_cheese = [(2000,
29.87), (2001, 30.12), (2002, 30.6), (2003, 30.66),(2004, 31.33), (2005, 32.62), (2006, 32.73),
(2007, 33.5), (2008, 32.84), (2009, 33.02), (2010, 32.92)]We can apply the max() function as
follows:>>> max(year_cheese)(2010, 32.92)The default behavior is to simply compare each
tuple in the sequence. This will return the tuple with the largest value on position 0.Since the
max() function is a higher-order function, we can provide another function as an argument. In
this case, we'll use lambda as the function; this is used by the max() function, as follows:>>>
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])(2007, 33.5)In this example, the max() function applies
the supplied lambda and returns the tuple with the largest value in position 1.Python provides a
rich collection of higher-order functions. We'll see examples of each of Python's higher-order
functions in later chapters, primarily in Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions. We'll also see how we
can easily write our own higher-order functions.Immutable dataSince we're not using variables
to track the state of a computation, our focus needs to stay on immutable objects. We can make
extensive use of tuples and namedtuples to provide more complex data structures that are
immutable.The idea of immutable objects is not foreign to Python. There can be a performance
advantage to using immutable tuples instead of more complex mutable objects. In some cases,
the benefits come from rethinking the algorithm to avoid the costs of object mutation.We will
avoid class definitions (almost) entirely. It can seem like it's anathema to avoid objects in an
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) language. Functional programming simply doesn't need
stateful objects. We'll see this throughout this book. There are reasons for defining callable
objects; it is a tidy way to provide namespace for closely-related functions, and it supports a
pleasant level of configurability.We'll look at a common design pattern that works well with
immutable objects: the wrapper() function. A list of tuples is a fairly common data structure. We
will often process this list of tuples in one of the two following ways:Using Higher-order
Functions: As shown earlier, we provided lambda as an argument to the max() function:
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])Using the Wrap-Process-Unwrap pattern: In a
functional context, we should call this the unwrap(process(wrap(structure))) patternFor example,
look at the following command snippet:>>> max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese))(33.5,
(2007, 33.5))>>> _[1](2007, 33.5)This fits the three-part pattern, although it might not be
obvious how well it fits.First, we wrap, using map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese). This will
transform each item into a two tuple with a key followed by the original item. In this example, the
comparison key is merely yc[1].Second, do the processing using the max() function. Since each
piece of data has been simplified to a two tuple with position zero used for comparison, we don't
really need the higher-order function feature of the max() function. The default behavior of the



max() function is exactly what we require.Finally, we unwrap using the subscript [1]. This will pick
the second element of the two tuple selected by the max() function.This kind of wrap and
unwrap is so common that some languages have special functions with names like fst() and
snd() that we can use as a function prefix instead of a syntactic suffix of [0] or [1]. We can use
this idea to modify our wrap-process-unwrap example, as follows:snd= lambda x:
x[1]snd( max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese)))We defined a snd() function to pick the
second item from a tuple. This provides us with an easier-to-read version of
unwrap(process(wrap())). We used map(lambda... , year_cheese) to wrap our raw data items.
We used max() function as the processing and, finally, the snd() function to extract the second
item from the tuple.In Chapter 13, Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, we'll look
at some alternatives to lambda functions like fst() and snd().Strict and non-strict
evaluationFunctional programming's efficiency stems, in part, from being able to defer a
computation until it's required. The idea of lazy or non-strict evaluation is very helpful. It's so
helpful that Python already offers this feature.In Python, the logical expression operators and, or,
and if-then-else are all non-strict. We sometimes call them short-circuit operators because they
don't need to evaluate all arguments to determine the resulting value.The following command
snippet shows the and operator's non-strict feature:>>> 0 and print("right")0>>> True and
print("right")rightWhen we execute the preceding command snippet, the left-hand side of the
and operator is equivalent to False; the right-hand side is not evaluated. When the left-hand side
is equivalent to True, the right-hand side is evaluated.Other parts of Python are strict. Outside
the logical operators, an expression is evaluated eagerly from left-to-right. A sequence of
statement lines is also evaluated strictly in order. Literal lists and tuples require eager
evaluation.When a class is created, the method functions are defined in a strict order. In the
case of a class definition, the method functions are collected into a dictionary (by default) and
order is not maintained after they're created. If we provide two methods with the same name, the
second one is retained because of the strict evaluation order.Python's generator expressions
and generator functions, however, are lazy. These expressions don't create all possible results
immediately. It's difficult to see this without explicitly logging the details of a calculation. Here is
an example of the version of the range() function that has the side effect of showing the numbers
it creates:>>> def numbers():... for i in range(1024):... print( "=", i )... yield iIf this
function were eager, it would create all 1,024 numbers. Since it's lazy, it only creates numbers as
requested.NoteThe older Python 2 range() function was eager and created an actual list of
object with all of the requested numbers. Python 2 has an xrange() function that is lazy and
matches the semantics of the Python 3 range() function.We can use this noisy numbers()
function in a way that will show lazy evaluation. We'll write a function that evaluates some, but
not all, of the values from this iterator:>>> def sum_to(n):... sum= 0... for i in numbers():...
if i == n: break... sum += i... return sumThe sum_to() function will not evaluate the entire
result of the numbers() function. It will break after only consuming a few values from the
numbers() function. We can see this consumption of values in the following log:>>> sum_to(5)=



0= 1= 2= 3= 4= 510As we'll see later, Python generator functions have some properties that
make them a little awkward for simple functional programming. Specifically, a generator can only
be used once in Python. We have to be cautious how we use the lazy Python generator
expressions.Recursion instead of a explicit loop stateFunctional programs don't rely on loops
and the associated overhead of tracking the state of loops. Instead, functional programs try to
rely on the much simpler approach of recursive functions. In some languages, the programs are
written as recursions, but Tail-Call Optimization (TCO) by the compiler changes them to loops.
We'll introduce some recursion here and examine it closely in Chapter 6, Recursions and
Reductions.We'll look at a simple iteration to test a number for being prime. A prime number is a
natural number, evenly divisible by only 1 and itself. We can create a naïve and poorly
performing algorithm to determine if a number has any factors between two and the number.
This algorithm has the advantage of simplicity; it works acceptably for solving Project Euler
problems. Read up on Miller-Rabin primality tests for a much better algorithm.We'll use the term
coprime to mean that two numbers have only 1 as their common factor. The numbers 2 and 3,
for example, are coprime. The numbers 6 and 9, however, are not coprime because they have 3
as a common factor.If we want to know if a number, n, is prime, we actually ask this: is the
number n coprime to all prime numbers, p, such that . We can simplify this using all integers, p,
such that .Sometimes, it helps to formalize this as follows:The expression could look as follows
in Python:not any(n%p==0 for p in range(2,int(math.sqrt(n))+1))A more direct conversion from
mathematical formalism to Python would use all(n%p != 0... ) but that requires strict evaluation of
all values of p. The not any version can terminate early if a True value is found.This simple
expression has a for loop inside it: it's not a pure example of stateless functional programming.
We can reframe this into a function that works with a collection of values. We can ask whether
the number, n, is coprime within any value in the range ?". This uses the symbols, [), to show a
half-open interval: the lower values are included, and the upper value is not included. This is
typical behavior of the Python range() function. We will also restrict ourselves to the domain of
natural numbers. The square root values, for example, are implicitly truncated to integers.We can
think of the definition of prime as the following:When defining a recursive function over a simple
range of values, the base case can be an empty range. A nonempty range is handled recursively
by processing one value combined with a range that's narrower by one value. We might
formalize it as follows:This version is relatively easy to confirm by examining the two cases,
which are given as follows:If the range is empty, , we evaluate something like:. The range
contains no values, so the return is a trivial True.If the range is not empty, we ask something like .
This decomposes into . For this example, we can see that the first clause is True, and we'll
evaluate the second clause recursively.As an exercise for the reader: this recursion can be
redefined to count down instead of up, using [a,b-1) in the second case.As a side note, some
folks like to think of the empty interval as a ≥ b, not a=b. This is needless, since a is incremented
by 1 and we can easily guarantee that a≤b, initially. There's no way for a to somehow leap past b
by some error in the function; we don't need to over-specify the rules for an empty interval.Here



is a Python code snippet that implements this definition of prime:def isprimer(n): def isprime(k,
coprime): """Is k relatively prime to the value coprime?""" if k < coprime*coprime: return
True if k % coprime == 0: return False return isprime(k, coprime+2) if n < 2: return False
if n == 2: return True if n % 2 == 0: return False return isprime(n, 3)This shows a recursive
definition of an isprime() function. The half-open interval is reduced to just the low-end
argument, a, which is renamed coprime in this function to clarify its purpose. The base case is
implemented as n < coprime*coprime; the range of values from coprime to 1+math.sqrt(n) would
be empty.The non-strict and operation is implemented by splitting it out into a separate if
statement, if n % coprime == 0. The return statement is the recursive call with a different coprime
test value.Because the recursion is the tail end of the function, this is an example of Tail
recursion.This function is embedded in a function that establishes the boundary condition that n
is an odd number greater than 2. There's no point in testing any even number for being prime,
since 2 is the only even prime.What's important in this example is that the two cases of this
recursive function are quite simple to design. Making the range of values an explicit argument to
the internal isprime() function allows us to call the function recursively with argument values that
reflect a steadily shrinking interval.While this is often extremely succinct and very expressive, we
have to be a little cautious about using recursion in Python. There are two problems that arise.
They are stated as follows:Python imposes a recursion limit to detect recursive functions with
improperly defined base casesPython does have a compiler to do Tail-Call Optimization
(TCO)The default recursion limit is 1,000, which is adequate for many algorithms. It's possible to
change this with the sys.setrecursionlimit() function. It's not wise to raise this arbitrarily since it
might lead to exceeding the OS memory limitations and crashing the Python interpreter.If we try
a recursive isprimer() function on a number over 1,000,000, we'll run foul of the recursion limit. If
we used a somehow smarter isprimer() function that only checked prime factors instead of all
factors, we'd be stopped at the 1,000th prime number, 7,919, limiting our prime testing to
numbers below 62,710,561.Some functional programming languages can optimize simple
recursive functions such as our isprimer() function. An optimizing compiler can transform the
recursive evaluation of the isprimer(n, coprime+1) method into a low-overhead loop. The
optimization tends to make a hash of call stacks; debugging optimized programs becomes
difficult. Python doesn't perform this optimization. Performance and memory are sacrificed for
clarity and simplicity.In Python, when we use a generator expression instead of a recursive
function, we essentially do the tail-call optimization manually. We don't rely on a compiler for
some functional language to do this optimization.Here is TCO done as a generator
expression:def isprime(p): if p < 2: return False if p == 2: return True if p % 2 == 0: return
False return not any(p==0 for p in range(3,int(math.sqrt(n))+1,2))This function includes many of
the functional programming principles, but it uses a generator expression instead of a pure
recursion.TipWe'll often optimize a purely recursive function to use an explicit for loop in a
generator expression.This algorithm is slow for large primes. For composite numbers, the
function often returns a value quickly. If used on a value such as , it will take a few minutes to



show that this is prime. Clearly, the slowness comes from checking 1,518,500,249 individual
candidate factors.Functional type systemsSome functional programming languages such as
Haskell and Scala are statically compiled, and depend on declared types for functions and their
arguments. In order to provide the kind of flexibility Python already has, these languages have
sophisticated type matching rules so that a generic function can be written, which works for a
variety of related types.In Object-Oriented Python, we often use the class inheritance hierarchy
instead of sophisticated function type matching. We rely on Python to dispatch an operator to a
proper method based on simple name matching rules.Since Python already has the desired
levels of flexibility, the type matching rules for a compiled functional language aren't relevant.
Indeed, we could argue that the sophisticated type matching is a workaround imposed by static
compilation. Python doesn't need this workaround because it's a dynamic language.In some
cases, we might have to resort to using isinstance(a, tuple) to detect if an argument value is
tuple or an individual value. This will be as rare in functional programs as it is in Object-Oriented
Programs.Familiar territoryOne of the ideas that emerge from the previous list of topics is that
most functional programming is already present in Python. Indeed, most functional programming
is already a very typical and common part of Object-Oriented Programming.As a very specific
example, a fluent Application Program Interface (API) is a very clear example of functional
programming. If we take time to create a class with return self() in each method function, we can
use it as follows:some_object.foo().bar().yet_more()We can just as easily write several closely-
related functions that work as follows:yet_more(bar(foo(some_object)))We've switched the
syntax from traditional object-oriented suffix notation to a more functional prefix notation. Python
uses both notations freely, often using a prefix version of a special method name. For example,
the len() function is generally implemented by the class.__len__() special method.Of course, the
implementation of the class shown above might involve a highly stateful object. Even then, a
small change in viewpoint might reveal a functional approach that can lead to more succinct or
more expressive programming.The point is not that imperative programming is broken in some
way, or that functional programming offers such a vastly superior technology. The point is that
functional programming leads to a change in viewpoint that can—in many cases—be very
helpful.Saving some advanced conceptsWe will set some more advanced concepts aside for
consideration in later chapters. These concepts are part of the implementation of a purely
functional language. Since Python isn't purely functional, our hybrid approach won't require deep
consideration of these topics.We will identify these up-front for the benefit of folks who already
know a functional language such as Haskell and are learning Python. The underlying concerns
are present in all programming languages but we'll tackle them differently in Python. In many
cases, we can and will drop into imperative programming rather than use a strictly functional
approach.The topics are as follows:Referential transparency: When looking at lazy evaluation
and the various kinds of optimization that are possible in a compiled language, the idea of
multiple routes to the same object is important. In Python, this isn't as important because there
aren't any relevant compile-time optimizations.Currying: The type systems will employ currying



to reduce multiple-argument functions to single-argument functions. We'll look at currying in
some depth in Chapter 11, Decorator Design Techniques.Monads: These are purely functional
constructs that allow us to structure a sequential pipeline of processing in a flexible way. In some
cases, we'll resort to imperative Python to achieve the same end. We'll also leverage the elegant
PyMonad library for this. We'll defer this to Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library.Functional Python
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credentials for immediate access.PrefaceProgramming languages sometimes fit neatly into tidy
categories like imperative and functional. Imperative languages might further subdivide into
those that are procedural and those that include features for object-oriented programming. The
Python language, however, contains aspects of all of these three language categories. Though
Python is not a purely functional programming language, we can do a great deal of functional
programming in Python.Most importantly, we can leverage many design patterns and
techniques from other functional languages and apply them to Python programming. These
borrowed concepts can lead us to create succinct and elegant programs. Python's generator
expressions, in particular, avoid the need to create large in-memory data structures, leading to
programs which may execute more quickly because they use fewer resources.We can't easily
create purely functional programs in Python. Python lacks a number of features that would be
required for this. For example, we don't have unlimited recursion, lazy evaluation of all
expressions, and an optimizing compiler.Generally, Python emphasizes strict evaluation rules.
This means that statements are executed in order and expressions are evaluated from left to
right. While this deviates from functional purity, it allows us to perform manual optimizations
when writing in Python. We'll take a hybrid approach to functional programming using Python's
functional features when they can add clarity or simplify the code and use ordinary imperative
features for optimization.There are several key features of functional programming languages
that are available in Python. One of the most important is the idea that functions are first-class
objects. In some languages, functions exist only as a source code construct: they don't exist as
proper data structures at runtime. In Python, functions can use functions as arguments and
return functions as results.Python offers a number of higher-order functions. Functions like
map(), filter(), and functools.reduce() are widely used in this role. Less obvious functions like
sorted(), min(), and max() are also higher-order functions; they have a default function and,
consequently, different syntax from the more common examples.Functional programs often
exploit immutable data structures. The emphasis on stateless objects permits flexible
optimization. Python offers tuples and namedtuples as complex but immutable objects. We can
leverage these structures to adapt some design practices from other functional programming
languages.Many functional languages emphasize recursion but exploit Tail-Call Optimization
(TCO). Python tends to limit recursion to a relatively small number of stack frames. In many
cases, we can think of a recursion as a generator function. We can then simply rewrite it to use a



yield from statement, doing the tail-call optimization ourselves.We'll look at the core features of
functional programming from a Python point of view. Our objective is to borrow good ideas from
functional programming languages, and use these ideas to create expressive and succinct
applications in Python.What this book coversChapter 1, Introducing Functional Programming,
introduces some of the techniques that characterize functional programming. We'll identify some
of the ways to map these features to Python, and finally, we'll also address some ways that the
benefits of functional programming accrue when we use these design patterns to build Python
applications.Chapter 2, Introducing Some Functional Features, will delve into six central features
of the functional programming paradigm. We'll look at each in some detail to see how they're
implemented in Python. We'll also point out some features of functional languages that don't
apply well to Python. In particular, many functional languages have complex type-matching rules
required to support compilation and optimization.Chapter 3, Functions, Iterators, and
Generators, will show how to leverage immutable Python objects and generator expressions,
and adapt functional programming concepts to the Python language. We'll look at some of the
built-in Python collection and how we can leverage them without departing too far from
functional programming concepts.Chapter 4, Working with Collections, shows how we can use a
number of built-in Python functions to operate on collections of data. This section will focus on a
number of relatively simple functions such as any() and all(), which will reduce a collection of
values to a single result.Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions, examines the commonly used
higher order functions such as map() and filter(). The chapter also includes a number of other
functions that are also higher-order functions, as well as how we can create our own higher-
order functions.Chapter 6, Recursions and Reductions, shows how we can design an algorithm
using recursion and then optimize it into a high performance for loop. We'll also look at some
other reductions that are widely used, including the collections.Counter() function.Chapter 7,
Additional Tuple Techniques, shows a number of ways in which we can use immutable tuples
and namedtuples instead of stateful objects. Immutable objects have a much simpler interface:
we never have to worry about abusing an attribute and setting an object into some inconsistent
or invalid state.Chapter 8, The Itertools Module, examines a number of functions in the standard
library module. This collection of functions simplifies writing programs that deal with collections
or generator functions.Chapter 9, More Itertools Techniques, covers the combinatoric functions
in the itertools module. These functions are somewhat less useful. This chapter includes some
examples that illustrate ill-considered uses of these functions and the consequences of
combinatoric explosion.Chapter 10, The Functools Module, will show how to use some of the
functions in this module for functional programming. A few of the functions in this module are
more appropriate for building decorators, and are left for the next chapter. The other functions,
however, provide several more ways to design and implement function programs.Chapter 11,
Decorator Design Techniques, shows how we can look at a decorator as a way to build a
composite function. While there is considerable flexibility here, there are also some conceptual
limitations: we'll look at ways in which overly complex decorators can become confusing rather



than helpful.Chapter 12, The Multiprocessing and Threading Modules, points out an important
consequence of good functional design: we can distribute the processing workload. Using
immutable objects means that we can't corrupt an object because of poorly synchronized write
operations.Chapter 13, Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, will show some ways
in which we can break out of Python's strict order of evaluation. There are limitations to what we
can achieve here. We'll also look at the operator module and how the operator module can lead
to some slight clarification of some simple kinds of processing.Chapter 14, The PyMonad
Library, examines some of the features of the PyMonad library. This provides some additional
functional programming features. This also provides a way to learn more about monads. In some
functional languages, monads are an important way to force a particular order for operations that
might get optimized into an undesirable order. Since Python already has strict ordering of
expressions and statements, the monad feature is more instructive than practical.Chapter 15, A
Functional Approach to Web Services, shows how we can think of web services as a nested
collection of functions that transform a request into a reply. We'll see ways in which we can
leverage functional programming concepts for building responsive, dynamic web
content.Chapter 16, Optimizations and Improvements, includes some additional tips on
performance and optimization. We'll emphasize techniques like memoization because they're
easy to implement and can—in the right context—yield dramatic performance
improvements.PrefaceProgramming languages sometimes fit neatly into tidy categories like
imperative and functional. Imperative languages might further subdivide into those that are
procedural and those that include features for object-oriented programming. The Python
language, however, contains aspects of all of these three language categories. Though Python
is not a purely functional programming language, we can do a great deal of functional
programming in Python.Most importantly, we can leverage many design patterns and
techniques from other functional languages and apply them to Python programming. These
borrowed concepts can lead us to create succinct and elegant programs. Python's generator
expressions, in particular, avoid the need to create large in-memory data structures, leading to
programs which may execute more quickly because they use fewer resources.We can't easily
create purely functional programs in Python. Python lacks a number of features that would be
required for this. For example, we don't have unlimited recursion, lazy evaluation of all
expressions, and an optimizing compiler.Generally, Python emphasizes strict evaluation rules.
This means that statements are executed in order and expressions are evaluated from left to
right. While this deviates from functional purity, it allows us to perform manual optimizations
when writing in Python. We'll take a hybrid approach to functional programming using Python's
functional features when they can add clarity or simplify the code and use ordinary imperative
features for optimization.There are several key features of functional programming languages
that are available in Python. One of the most important is the idea that functions are first-class
objects. In some languages, functions exist only as a source code construct: they don't exist as
proper data structures at runtime. In Python, functions can use functions as arguments and



return functions as results.Python offers a number of higher-order functions. Functions like
map(), filter(), and functools.reduce() are widely used in this role. Less obvious functions like
sorted(), min(), and max() are also higher-order functions; they have a default function and,
consequently, different syntax from the more common examples.Functional programs often
exploit immutable data structures. The emphasis on stateless objects permits flexible
optimization. Python offers tuples and namedtuples as complex but immutable objects. We can
leverage these structures to adapt some design practices from other functional programming
languages.Many functional languages emphasize recursion but exploit Tail-Call Optimization
(TCO). Python tends to limit recursion to a relatively small number of stack frames. In many
cases, we can think of a recursion as a generator function. We can then simply rewrite it to use a
yield from statement, doing the tail-call optimization ourselves.We'll look at the core features of
functional programming from a Python point of view. Our objective is to borrow good ideas from
functional programming languages, and use these ideas to create expressive and succinct
applications in Python.What this book coversChapter 1, Introducing Functional Programming,
introduces some of the techniques that characterize functional programming. We'll identify some
of the ways to map these features to Python, and finally, we'll also address some ways that the
benefits of functional programming accrue when we use these design patterns to build Python
applications.Chapter 2, Introducing Some Functional Features, will delve into six central features
of the functional programming paradigm. We'll look at each in some detail to see how they're
implemented in Python. We'll also point out some features of functional languages that don't
apply well to Python. In particular, many functional languages have complex type-matching rules
required to support compilation and optimization.Chapter 3, Functions, Iterators, and
Generators, will show how to leverage immutable Python objects and generator expressions,
and adapt functional programming concepts to the Python language. We'll look at some of the
built-in Python collection and how we can leverage them without departing too far from
functional programming concepts.Chapter 4, Working with Collections, shows how we can use a
number of built-in Python functions to operate on collections of data. This section will focus on a
number of relatively simple functions such as any() and all(), which will reduce a collection of
values to a single result.Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions, examines the commonly used
higher order functions such as map() and filter(). The chapter also includes a number of other
functions that are also higher-order functions, as well as how we can create our own higher-
order functions.Chapter 6, Recursions and Reductions, shows how we can design an algorithm
using recursion and then optimize it into a high performance for loop. We'll also look at some
other reductions that are widely used, including the collections.Counter() function.Chapter 7,
Additional Tuple Techniques, shows a number of ways in which we can use immutable tuples
and namedtuples instead of stateful objects. Immutable objects have a much simpler interface:
we never have to worry about abusing an attribute and setting an object into some inconsistent
or invalid state.Chapter 8, The Itertools Module, examines a number of functions in the standard
library module. This collection of functions simplifies writing programs that deal with collections



or generator functions.Chapter 9, More Itertools Techniques, covers the combinatoric functions
in the itertools module. These functions are somewhat less useful. This chapter includes some
examples that illustrate ill-considered uses of these functions and the consequences of
combinatoric explosion.Chapter 10, The Functools Module, will show how to use some of the
functions in this module for functional programming. A few of the functions in this module are
more appropriate for building decorators, and are left for the next chapter. The other functions,
however, provide several more ways to design and implement function programs.Chapter 11,
Decorator Design Techniques, shows how we can look at a decorator as a way to build a
composite function. While there is considerable flexibility here, there are also some conceptual
limitations: we'll look at ways in which overly complex decorators can become confusing rather
than helpful.Chapter 12, The Multiprocessing and Threading Modules, points out an important
consequence of good functional design: we can distribute the processing workload. Using
immutable objects means that we can't corrupt an object because of poorly synchronized write
operations.Chapter 13, Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, will show some ways
in which we can break out of Python's strict order of evaluation. There are limitations to what we
can achieve here. We'll also look at the operator module and how the operator module can lead
to some slight clarification of some simple kinds of processing.Chapter 14, The PyMonad
Library, examines some of the features of the PyMonad library. This provides some additional
functional programming features. This also provides a way to learn more about monads. In some
functional languages, monads are an important way to force a particular order for operations that
might get optimized into an undesirable order. Since Python already has strict ordering of
expressions and statements, the monad feature is more instructive than practical.Chapter 15, A
Functional Approach to Web Services, shows how we can think of web services as a nested
collection of functions that transform a request into a reply. We'll see ways in which we can
leverage functional programming concepts for building responsive, dynamic web
content.Chapter 16, Optimizations and Improvements, includes some additional tips on
performance and optimization. We'll emphasize techniques like memoization because they're
easy to implement and can—in the right context—yield dramatic performance
improvements.What you need for this bookThis book presumes some familiarity with Python 3
and general concepts of application development. We won't look deeply at subtle or complex
features of Python; we'll avoid much consideration of the internals of the language.We'll presume
some familiarity with functional programming. Since Python is not a functional programming
language, we can't dig deeply into functional concepts. We'll pick and choose the aspects of
functional programming that fit well with Python and leverage just those that seem useful.Some
of the examples use Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) as a problem domain to show the value of
functional programming. Some familiarity with basic probability and statistics will help with this.
There are only a few examples that move into more serious data science.You'll need to have
Python 3.3 or 3.4 installed and running. For more information on Python, visit .In Chapter 14,
The PyMonad Library, we'll look at installing this additional library. If you have Python 3.4 ,which



includes pip and Easy Install, this will be very easy. If you have Python 3.3, you might have
already installed pip or Easy Install or both. Once you have an installer, you can add PyMonad.
Visit for more details.What you need for this bookThis book presumes some familiarity with
Python 3 and general concepts of application development. We won't look deeply at subtle or
complex features of Python; we'll avoid much consideration of the internals of the language.We'll
presume some familiarity with functional programming. Since Python is not a functional
programming language, we can't dig deeply into functional concepts. We'll pick and choose the
aspects of functional programming that fit well with Python and leverage just those that seem
useful.Some of the examples use Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) as a problem domain to
show the value of functional programming. Some familiarity with basic probability and statistics
will help with this. There are only a few examples that move into more serious data science.You'll
need to have Python 3.3 or 3.4 installed and running. For more information on Python, visit .In
Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library, we'll look at installing this additional library. If you have
Python 3.4 ,which includes pip and Easy Install, this will be very easy. If you have Python 3.3,
you might have already installed pip or Easy Install or both. Once you have an installer, you can
add PyMonad. Visit for more details.Who this book is forThis book is for programmers who want
to create succinct, expressive Python programs by borrowing techniques and design patterns
from functional programming languages. Some algorithms can be expressed elegantly in a
functional style; we can—and should—adapt this to make Python programs more readable and
maintainable.In some cases, a functional approach to a problem will also lead to extremely high
performance algorithms. Python makes it too easy to create large intermediate data structures,
tying up memory and processor time. With functional programming design patterns, we can
often replace large lists with generator expressions that are equally expressive, but take up
much less memory and run much more quickly.Who this book is forThis book is for programmers
who want to create succinct, expressive Python programs by borrowing techniques and design
patterns from functional programming languages. Some algorithms can be expressed elegantly
in a functional style; we can—and should—adapt this to make Python programs more readable
and maintainable.In some cases, a functional approach to a problem will also lead to extremely
high performance algorithms. Python makes it too easy to create large intermediate data
structures, tying up memory and processor time. With functional programming design patterns,
we can often replace large lists with generator expressions that are equally expressive, but take
up much less memory and run much more quickly.ConventionsIn this book, you will find a
number of styles of text that distinguish between different kinds of information. Here are some
examples of these styles, and an explanation of their meaning.Code words in text are shown as
follows: "We can create a Pool object of concurrent worker processes, assign tasks to them, and
expect the tasks to be executed concurrently."A block of code is set as follows:GIMP
PaletteName: CrayolaColumns: 16#Any command-line input or output is written as follows:def
max(a, b): f = {a >= b: lambda: a, b >= a: lambda: b}[True] return f()NoteWarnings or important
notes appear in a box like this.TipTips and tricks appear like this.ConventionsIn this book, you
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appear in a box like this.TipTips and tricks appear like this.TipTips and tricks appear like
this.Reader feedbackFeedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think
about this book—what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback is important for us to
develop titles that you really get the most out of.To send us general feedback, simply send an e-
mail to <feedback@packtpub.com>, and mention the book title through the subject of your
message.If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or
contributing to a book, see our author guide on .Reader feedbackFeedback from our readers is
always welcome. Let us know what you think about this book—what you liked or may have
disliked. Reader feedback is important for us to develop titles that you really get the most out
of.To send us general feedback, simply send an e-mail to <feedback@packtpub.com>, and
mention the book title through the subject of your message.If there is a topic that you have
expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a book, see our author
guide on .Customer supportNow that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a
number of things to help you to get the most from your purchase.Downloading the example
codeYou can download the example code files for all Packt books you have purchased from your
account at . If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit and register to have the files e-
mailed directly to you.ErrataAlthough we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our
content, mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the
text or the code—we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By doing so, you can save
other readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find
any errata, please report them by visiting , selecting your book, clicking on the errata submission
form link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission
will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded to our website, or added to any list of existing
errata, under the Errata section of that title.PiracyPiracy of copyright material on the Internet is
an ongoing problem across all media. At Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and
licenses very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the
Internet, please provide us with the location address or website name immediately so that we
can pursue a remedy.Please contact us at <copyright@packtpub.com> with a link to the
suspected pirated material.We appreciate your help in protecting our authors, and our ability to
bring you valuable content.QuestionsYou can contact us at <questions@packtpub.com> if you
are having a problem with any aspect of the book, and we will do our best to address
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1. Introducing Functional ProgrammingFunctional programming defines a computation using
expressions and evaluation—often encapsulated in function definitions. It de-emphasizes or
avoids the complexity of state change and mutable objects. This tends to create programs that
are more succinct and expressive. In this chapter, we'll introduce some of the techniques that
characterize functional programming. We'll identify some of the ways to map these features to
Python. Finally, we'll also address some ways in which the benefits of functional programming
accrue when we use these design patterns to build Python applications.Python has numerous
functional programming features. It is not a purely functional programming language. It offers
enough of the right kinds of features that it confers to the benefits of functional programming. It
also retains all optimization power available from an imperative programming language.We'll
also look at a problem domain that we'll use for many of the examples in this book. We'll try to
stick closely to Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) because its algorithms are often good
examples of functional programming. Furthermore, the benefits of functional programming
accrue rapidly in this problem domain.Our goal is to establish some essential principles of
functional programming. The more serious Python code will begin in Chapter 2, Introducing
Some Functional Features.NoteWe'll focus on Python 3 features in this book. However, some of
the examples might also work in Python 2.Identifying a paradigmIt's difficult to be definitive on
what fills the universe of programming paradigms. For our purposes, we will distinguish between
just two of the many programming paradigms: Functional programming and Imperative
programming. One important distinguishing feature between these two is the concept of state.In



an imperative language, like Python, the state of the computation is reflected by the values of the
variables in the various namespaces. The values of the variables establish the state of a
computation; each kind of statement makes a well-defined change to the state by adding or
changing (or even removing) a variable. A language is imperative because each statement is a
command, which changes the state in some way.Our general focus is on the assignment
statement and how it changes state. Python has other statements, such as global or nonlocal,
which modify the rules for variables in a particular namespace. Statements like def, class, and
import change the processing context. Other statements like try, except, if, elif, and else act as
guards to modify how a collection of statements will change the computation's state. Statements
like for and while, similarly, wrap a block of statements so that the statements can make
repeated changes to the state of the computation. The focus of all these various statement
types, however, is on changing the state of the variables.Ideally, each statement advances the
state of the computation from an initial condition toward the desired final outcome. This
"advances the computation" assertion can be challenging to prove. One approach is to define
the final state, identify a statement that will establish this final state, and then deduce the
precondition required for this final statement to work. This design process can be iterated until
an acceptable initial state is derived.In a functional language, we replace state—the changing
values of variables—with a simpler notion of evaluating functions. Each function evaluation
creates a new object or objects from existing objects. Since a functional program is a
composition of a function, we can design lower-level functions that are easy to understand, and
we will design higher-level compositions that can also be easier to visualize than a complex
sequence of statements.Function evaluation more closely parallels mathematical formalisms.
Because of this, we can often use simple algebra to design an algorithm, which clearly handles
the edge cases and boundary conditions. This makes us more confident that the functions work.
It also makes it easy to locate test cases for formal unit testing.It's important to note that
functional programs tend to be relatively succinct, expressive, and efficient when compared to
imperative (object-oriented or procedural) programs. The benefit isn't automatic; it requires a
careful design. This design effort is often easier than functionally similar procedural
programming.Chapter 1. Introducing Functional ProgrammingFunctional programming defines a
computation using expressions and evaluation—often encapsulated in function definitions. It de-
emphasizes or avoids the complexity of state change and mutable objects. This tends to create
programs that are more succinct and expressive. In this chapter, we'll introduce some of the
techniques that characterize functional programming. We'll identify some of the ways to map
these features to Python. Finally, we'll also address some ways in which the benefits of
functional programming accrue when we use these design patterns to build Python
applications.Python has numerous functional programming features. It is not a purely functional
programming language. It offers enough of the right kinds of features that it confers to the
benefits of functional programming. It also retains all optimization power available from an
imperative programming language.We'll also look at a problem domain that we'll use for many of



the examples in this book. We'll try to stick closely to Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) because
its algorithms are often good examples of functional programming. Furthermore, the benefits of
functional programming accrue rapidly in this problem domain.Our goal is to establish some
essential principles of functional programming. The more serious Python code will begin in
Chapter 2, Introducing Some Functional Features.NoteWe'll focus on Python 3 features in this
book. However, some of the examples might also work in Python 2.NoteWe'll focus on Python 3
features in this book. However, some of the examples might also work in Python 2.Identifying a
paradigmIt's difficult to be definitive on what fills the universe of programming paradigms. For our
purposes, we will distinguish between just two of the many programming paradigms: Functional
programming and Imperative programming. One important distinguishing feature between these
two is the concept of state.In an imperative language, like Python, the state of the computation is
reflected by the values of the variables in the various namespaces. The values of the variables
establish the state of a computation; each kind of statement makes a well-defined change to the
state by adding or changing (or even removing) a variable. A language is imperative because
each statement is a command, which changes the state in some way.Our general focus is on the
assignment statement and how it changes state. Python has other statements, such as global or
nonlocal, which modify the rules for variables in a particular namespace. Statements like def,
class, and import change the processing context. Other statements like try, except, if, elif, and
else act as guards to modify how a collection of statements will change the computation's state.
Statements like for and while, similarly, wrap a block of statements so that the statements can
make repeated changes to the state of the computation. The focus of all these various statement
types, however, is on changing the state of the variables.Ideally, each statement advances the
state of the computation from an initial condition toward the desired final outcome. This
"advances the computation" assertion can be challenging to prove. One approach is to define
the final state, identify a statement that will establish this final state, and then deduce the
precondition required for this final statement to work. This design process can be iterated until
an acceptable initial state is derived.In a functional language, we replace state—the changing
values of variables—with a simpler notion of evaluating functions. Each function evaluation
creates a new object or objects from existing objects. Since a functional program is a
composition of a function, we can design lower-level functions that are easy to understand, and
we will design higher-level compositions that can also be easier to visualize than a complex
sequence of statements.Function evaluation more closely parallels mathematical formalisms.
Because of this, we can often use simple algebra to design an algorithm, which clearly handles
the edge cases and boundary conditions. This makes us more confident that the functions work.
It also makes it easy to locate test cases for formal unit testing.It's important to note that
functional programs tend to be relatively succinct, expressive, and efficient when compared to
imperative (object-oriented or procedural) programs. The benefit isn't automatic; it requires a
careful design. This design effort is often easier than functionally similar procedural
programming.Subdividing the procedural paradigmWe can subdivide imperative languages into



a number of discrete categories. In this section, we'll glance quickly at the procedural versus
object-oriented distinction. What's important here is to see how object-oriented programming is
a subset of imperative programming. The distinction between procedural and object-orientation
doesn't reflect the kind of fundamental difference that functional programming represents.We'll
use code examples to illustrate the concepts. For some, this will feel like reinventing a wheel. For
others, it provides a concrete expression of abstract concepts.For some kinds of computations,
we can ignore Python's object-oriented features and write simple numeric algorithms. For
example, we might write something like the following to get the range of numbers:s = 0for n in
range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: s += nprint(s)We've made this program strictly
procedural, avoiding any explicit use of Python's object features. The program's state is defined
by the values of the variables s and n. The variable, n, takes on values such that 1 ≤ n < 10. As
the loop involves an ordered exploration of values of n, we can prove that it will terminate when n
== 10. Similar code would work in C or Java using their primitive (non-object) data types.We can
exploit Python's Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) features and create a similar program:m =
list()for n in range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: m.append(n)print(sum(m))This
program produces the same result but it accumulates a stateful collection object, m, as it
proceeds. The state of the computation is defined by the values of the variables m and n.The
syntax of m.append(n) and sum(m) can be confusing. It causes some programmers to insist
(wrongly) that Python is somehow not purely Object-oriented because it has a mixture of the
function()and object.method() syntax. Rest assured, Python is purely Object-oriented. Some
languages, like C++, allow the use of primitive data type such as int, float, and long, which are
not objects. Python doesn't have these primitive types. The presence of prefix syntax doesn't
change the nature of the language.To be pedantic, we could fully embrace the object model, the
subclass, the list class, and add a sum method:class SummableList(list): def sum( self ): s=
0 for v in self.__iter__(): s += v return sIf we initialize the variable, m, with the
SummableList() class instead of the list() method, we can use the m.sum() method instead of
the sum(m) method. This kind of change can help to clarify the idea that Python is truly and
completely object-oriented. The use of prefix function notation is purely syntactic sugar.All three
of these examples rely on variables to explicitly show the state of the program. They rely on the
assignment statements to change the values of the variables and advance the computation
toward completion. We can insert the assert statements throughout these examples to
demonstrate that the expected state changes are implemented properly.The point is not that
imperative programming is broken in some way. The point is that functional programming leads
to a change in viewpoint, which can, in many cases, be very helpful. We'll show a function view
of the same algorithm. Functional programming doesn't make this example dramatically shorter
or faster.Using the functional paradigmIn a functional sense, the sum of the multiples of 3 and 5
can be defined in two parts:The sum of a sequence of numbersA sequence of values that pass
a simple test condition, for example, being multiples of three and fiveThe sum of a sequence has
a simple, recursive definition:def sum(seq): if len(seq) == 0: return 0 return seq[0] +



sum(seq[1:])We've defined the sum of a sequence in two cases: the base case states that the
sum of a zero length sequence is 0, while the recursive case states that the sum of a sequence
is the first value plus the sum of the rest of the sequence. Since the recursive definition depends
on a shorter sequence, we can be sure that it will (eventually) devolve to the base case.The +
operator on the last line of the preceding example and the initial value of 0 in the base case
characterize the equation as a sum. If we change the operator to * and the initial value to 1, it
would just as easily compute a product. We'll return to this simple idea of generalization in the
following chapters.Similarly, a sequence of values can have a simple, recursive definition, as
follows:def until(n, filter_func, v): if v == n: return [] if filter_func(v): return [v] + until( n,
filter_func, v+1 ) else: return until(n, filter_func, v+1)In this function, we've compared a given
value, v, against the upper bound, n. If v reaches the upper bound, the resulting list must be
empty. This is the base case for the given recursion.There are two more cases defined by the
given filter_func() function. If the value of v is passed by the filter_func() function, we'll create a
very small list, containing one element, and append the remaining values of the until() function
to this list. If the value of v is rejected by the filter_func() function, this value is ignored and the
result is simply defined by the remaining values of the until() function.We can see that the value
of v will increase from an initial value until it reaches n, assuring us that we'll reach the base case
soon.Here's how we can use the until() function to generate the multiples of 3 or 5. First, we'll
define a handy lambda object to filter values:mult_3_5= lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0(We will
use lambdas to emphasize succinct definitions of simple functions. Anything more complex than
a one-line expression requires the def statement.)We can see how this lambda works from the
command prompt in the following example:>>> mult_3_5(3)True>>> mult_3_5(4)False>>>
mult_3_5(5)TrueThis function can be used with the until() function to generate a sequence of
values, which are multiples of 3 or 5.The until() function for generating a sequence of values
works as follows:>>> until(10, lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0, 0)[0, 3, 5, 6, 9]We can use our
recursive sum() function to compute the sum of this sequence of values. The various functions,
such as sum(), until(), and mult_3_5() are defined as simple recursive functions. The values are
computed without restoring to use intermediate variables to store state.We'll return to the ideas
behind this purely functional recursive function definition in several places. It's important to note
here that many functional programming language compilers can optimize these kinds of simple
recursive functions. Python can't do the same optimizations.Using a functional hybridWe'll
continue this example with a mostly functional version of the previous example to compute the
sum of the multiples of 3 and 5. Our hybrid functional version might look like the
following:print( sum(n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n%5==0) )We've used nested generator
expressions to iterate through a collection of values and compute the sum of these values. The
range(1, 10) method is an iterable and, consequently, a kind of generator expression; it
generates a sequence of values . The more complex expression, n for n in range(1, 10) if n
%3==0 or n%5==0, is also an iterable expression. It produces a set of values . A variable, n, is
bound to each value, more as a way of expressing the contents of the set than as an indicator of



the state of the computation. The sum() function consumes the iterable expression, creating a
final object, 23.TipThe bound variable doesn't change once a value is bound to it. The variable,
n, in the loop is essentially a shorthand for the values available from the range() function.The if
clause of the expression can be extracted into a separate function, allowing us to easily
repurpose this with other rules. We could also use a higher-order function named filter() instead
of the if clause of the generator expression. We'll save this for Chapter 5, Higher-order
Functions.As we work with generator expressions, we'll see that the bound variable is at the
blurry edge of defining the state of the computation. The variable, n, in this example isn't directly
comparable to the variable, n, in the first two imperative examples. The for statement creates a
proper variable in the local namespace. The generator expression does not create a variable in
the same way as a for statement does:>>> sum( n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n
%5==0 )23>>> nTraceback (most recent call last): File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>NameError:
name 'n' is not definedBecause of the way Python uses namespaces, it might be possible to
write a function that can observe the n variable in a generator expression. However, we won't.
Our objective is to exploit the functional features of Python, not to detect how those features
have an object-oriented implementation under the hood.Looking at object creationIn some
cases, it might help to look at intermediate objects as a history of the computation. What's
important is that the history of a computation is not fixed. When functions are commutative or
associative, then changes to the order of evaluation might lead to different objects being
created. This might have performance improvements with no changes to the correctness of the
results.Consider this expression:>>> 1+2+3+410We are looking at a variety of potential
computation histories with the same result. Because the + operator is commutative and
associative, there are a large number of candidate histories that lead to the same result.Of the
candidate sequences, there are two important alternatives, which are as follows:>>>
((1+2)+3)+410>>> 1+(2+(3+4))10In the first case, we fold in values working from left to right.
This is the way Python works implicitly. Intermediate objects 3 and 6 are created as part of this
evaluation.In the second case, we fold from right-to-left. In this case, intermediate objects 7 and
9 are created. In the case of simple integer arithmetic, the two results have identical
performance; there's no optimization benefit.When we work with something like the list append,
we might see some optimization improvements when we change the association rules.Here's a
simple example:>>> import timeit>>>
timeit.timeit("((([]+[1])+[2])+[3])+[4]")0.8846941249794327>>>
timeit.timeit("[]+([1]+([2]+([3]+[4])))")1.0207440659869462In this case, there's some benefit in
working from left to right.What's important for functional design is the idea that the + operator (or
add() function) can be used in any order to produce the same results. The + operator has no
hidden side effects that restrict the way this operator can be used.The stack of turtlesWhen we
use Python for functional programming, we embark down a path that will involve a hybrid that's
not strictly functional. Python is not Haskell, OCaml, or Erlang. For that matter, our underlying
processor hardware is not functional; it's not even strictly object-oriented—CPUs are generally



procedural.All programming languages rest on abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual
machines. These abstractions, in turn, may rely on other abstractions, libraries, frameworks and
virtual machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the world is carried on the back of a giant turtle.
The turtle stands on the back of another giant turtle. And that turtle, in turn, is standing on the
back of yet another turtle.It's turtles all the way down.--Anonymous
There's no practical end to the layers of abstractions.More importantly, the presence of
abstractions and virtual machines doesn't materially change our approach to designing software
to exploit the functional programming features of Python.Even within the functional programming
community, there are more pure and less pure functional programming languages. Some
languages make extensive use of monads to handle stateful things like filesystem input and
output. Other languages rely on a hybridized environment that's similar to the way we use
Python. We write software that's generally functional with carefully chosen procedural
exceptions.Our functional Python programs will rely on the following three stacks of
abstractions:Our applications will be functions—all the way down—until we hit the objectsThe
underlying Python runtime environment that supports our functional programming is objects—all
the way down—until we hit the turtlesThe libraries that support Python are a turtle on which
Python standsThe operating system and hardware form their own stack of turtles. These details
aren't relevant to the problems we're going to solve.Subdividing the procedural paradigmWe can
subdivide imperative languages into a number of discrete categories. In this section, we'll glance
quickly at the procedural versus object-oriented distinction. What's important here is to see how
object-oriented programming is a subset of imperative programming. The distinction between
procedural and object-orientation doesn't reflect the kind of fundamental difference that
functional programming represents.We'll use code examples to illustrate the concepts. For
some, this will feel like reinventing a wheel. For others, it provides a concrete expression of
abstract concepts.For some kinds of computations, we can ignore Python's object-oriented
features and write simple numeric algorithms. For example, we might write something like the
following to get the range of numbers:s = 0for n in range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0:
s += nprint(s)s = 0for n in range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0: s += nprint(s)We've
made this program strictly procedural, avoiding any explicit use of Python's object features. The
program's state is defined by the values of the variables s and n. The variable, n, takes on values
such that 1 ≤ n < 10. As the loop involves an ordered exploration of values of n, we can prove
that it will terminate when n == 10. Similar code would work in C or Java using their primitive
(non-object) data types.We can exploit Python's Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) features
and create a similar program:m = list()for n in range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0:
m.append(n)print(sum(m))m = list()for n in range(1, 10): if n % 3 == 0 or n % 5 == 0:
m.append(n)print(sum(m))This program produces the same result but it accumulates a stateful
collection object, m, as it proceeds. The state of the computation is defined by the values of the
variables m and n.The syntax of m.append(n) and sum(m) can be confusing. It causes some
programmers to insist (wrongly) that Python is somehow not purely Object-oriented because it



has a mixture of the function()and object.method() syntax. Rest assured, Python is purely Object-
oriented. Some languages, like C++, allow the use of primitive data type such as int, float, and
long, which are not objects. Python doesn't have these primitive types. The presence of prefix
syntax doesn't change the nature of the language.To be pedantic, we could fully embrace the
object model, the subclass, the list class, and add a sum method:class SummableList(list): def
sum( self ): s= 0 for v in self.__iter__(): s += v return sclass SummableList(list):
def sum( self ): s= 0 for v in self.__iter__(): s += v return sIf we initialize the
variable, m, with the SummableList() class instead of the list() method, we can use the m.sum()
method instead of the sum(m) method. This kind of change can help to clarify the idea that
Python is truly and completely object-oriented. The use of prefix function notation is purely
syntactic sugar.All three of these examples rely on variables to explicitly show the state of the
program. They rely on the assignment statements to change the values of the variables and
advance the computation toward completion. We can insert the assert statements throughout
these examples to demonstrate that the expected state changes are implemented properly.The
point is not that imperative programming is broken in some way. The point is that functional
programming leads to a change in viewpoint, which can, in many cases, be very helpful. We'll
show a function view of the same algorithm. Functional programming doesn't make this example
dramatically shorter or faster.Using the functional paradigmIn a functional sense, the sum of the
multiples of 3 and 5 can be defined in two parts:The sum of a sequence of numbersA sequence
of values that pass a simple test condition, for example, being multiples of three and fiveThe
sum of a sequence has a simple, recursive definition:def sum(seq): if len(seq) == 0: return 0
return seq[0] + sum(seq[1:])def sum(seq): if len(seq) == 0: return 0 return seq[0] +
sum(seq[1:])We've defined the sum of a sequence in two cases: the base case states that the
sum of a zero length sequence is 0, while the recursive case states that the sum of a sequence
is the first value plus the sum of the rest of the sequence. Since the recursive definition depends
on a shorter sequence, we can be sure that it will (eventually) devolve to the base case.The +
operator on the last line of the preceding example and the initial value of 0 in the base case
characterize the equation as a sum. If we change the operator to * and the initial value to 1, it
would just as easily compute a product. We'll return to this simple idea of generalization in the
following chapters.Similarly, a sequence of values can have a simple, recursive definition, as
follows:def until(n, filter_func, v): if v == n: return [] if filter_func(v): return [v] + until( n,
filter_func, v+1 ) else: return until(n, filter_func, v+1)def until(n, filter_func, v): if v == n: return []
if filter_func(v): return [v] + until( n, filter_func, v+1 ) else: return until(n, filter_func, v+1)In this
function, we've compared a given value, v, against the upper bound, n. If v reaches the upper
bound, the resulting list must be empty. This is the base case for the given recursion.There are
two more cases defined by the given filter_func() function. If the value of v is passed by the
filter_func() function, we'll create a very small list, containing one element, and append the
remaining values of the until() function to this list. If the value of v is rejected by the filter_func()
function, this value is ignored and the result is simply defined by the remaining values of the



until() function.We can see that the value of v will increase from an initial value until it reaches n,
assuring us that we'll reach the base case soon.Here's how we can use the until() function to
generate the multiples of 3 or 5. First, we'll define a handy lambda object to filter
values:mult_3_5= lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0mult_3_5= lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0(We
will use lambdas to emphasize succinct definitions of simple functions. Anything more complex
than a one-line expression requires the def statement.)We can see how this lambda works from
the command prompt in the following example:>>> mult_3_5(3)True>>> mult_3_5(4)False>>>
mult_3_5(5)True>>> mult_3_5(3)True>>> mult_3_5(4)False>>> mult_3_5(5)TrueThis function
can be used with the until() function to generate a sequence of values, which are multiples of 3
or 5.The until() function for generating a sequence of values works as follows:>>> until(10,
lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0, 0)[0, 3, 5, 6, 9]>>> until(10, lambda x: x%3==0 or x%5==0, 0)[0,
3, 5, 6, 9]We can use our recursive sum() function to compute the sum of this sequence of
values. The various functions, such as sum(), until(), and mult_3_5() are defined as simple
recursive functions. The values are computed without restoring to use intermediate variables to
store state.We'll return to the ideas behind this purely functional recursive function definition in
several places. It's important to note here that many functional programming language compilers
can optimize these kinds of simple recursive functions. Python can't do the same
optimizations.Using a functional hybridWe'll continue this example with a mostly functional
version of the previous example to compute the sum of the multiples of 3 and 5. Our hybrid
functional version might look like the following:print( sum(n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n
%5==0) )print( sum(n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n%5==0) )We've used nested generator
expressions to iterate through a collection of values and compute the sum of these values. The
range(1, 10) method is an iterable and, consequently, a kind of generator expression; it
generates a sequence of values . The more complex expression, n for n in range(1, 10) if n
%3==0 or n%5==0, is also an iterable expression. It produces a set of values . A variable, n, is
bound to each value, more as a way of expressing the contents of the set than as an indicator of
the state of the computation. The sum() function consumes the iterable expression, creating a
final object, 23.TipThe bound variable doesn't change once a value is bound to it. The variable,
n, in the loop is essentially a shorthand for the values available from the range() function.TipThe
bound variable doesn't change once a value is bound to it. The variable, n, in the loop is
essentially a shorthand for the values available from the range() function.The if clause of the
expression can be extracted into a separate function, allowing us to easily repurpose this with
other rules. We could also use a higher-order function named filter() instead of the if clause of
the generator expression. We'll save this for Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions.As we work with
generator expressions, we'll see that the bound variable is at the blurry edge of defining the
state of the computation. The variable, n, in this example isn't directly comparable to the
variable, n, in the first two imperative examples. The for statement creates a proper variable in
the local namespace. The generator expression does not create a variable in the same way as a
for statement does:>>> sum( n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n%5==0 )23>>> nTraceback



(most recent call last): File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>NameError: name 'n' is not defined>>>
sum( n for n in range(1, 10) if n%3==0 or n%5==0 )23>>> nTraceback (most recent call
last): File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>NameError: name 'n' is not definedBecause of the way
Python uses namespaces, it might be possible to write a function that can observe the n variable
in a generator expression. However, we won't. Our objective is to exploit the functional features
of Python, not to detect how those features have an object-oriented implementation under the
hood.Looking at object creationIn some cases, it might help to look at intermediate objects as a
history of the computation. What's important is that the history of a computation is not fixed.
When functions are commutative or associative, then changes to the order of evaluation might
lead to different objects being created. This might have performance improvements with no
changes to the correctness of the results.Consider this expression:>>> 1+2+3+410>>>
1+2+3+410We are looking at a variety of potential computation histories with the same result.
Because the + operator is commutative and associative, there are a large number of candidate
histories that lead to the same result.Of the candidate sequences, there are two important
alternatives, which are as follows:>>> ((1+2)+3)+410>>> 1+(2+(3+4))10>>> ((1+2)+3)+410>>>
1+(2+(3+4))10In the first case, we fold in values working from left to right. This is the way Python
works implicitly. Intermediate objects 3 and 6 are created as part of this evaluation.In the second
case, we fold from right-to-left. In this case, intermediate objects 7 and 9 are created. In the case
of simple integer arithmetic, the two results have identical performance; there's no optimization
benefit.When we work with something like the list append, we might see some optimization
improvements when we change the association rules.Here's a simple example:>>> import
timeit>>> timeit.timeit("((([]+[1])+[2])+[3])+[4]")0.8846941249794327>>>
timeit.timeit("[]+([1]+([2]+([3]+[4])))")1.0207440659869462>>> import timeit>>>
timeit.timeit("((([]+[1])+[2])+[3])+[4]")0.8846941249794327>>>
timeit.timeit("[]+([1]+([2]+([3]+[4])))")1.0207440659869462In this case, there's some benefit in
working from left to right.What's important for functional design is the idea that the + operator (or
add() function) can be used in any order to produce the same results. The + operator has no
hidden side effects that restrict the way this operator can be used.The stack of turtlesWhen we
use Python for functional programming, we embark down a path that will involve a hybrid that's
not strictly functional. Python is not Haskell, OCaml, or Erlang. For that matter, our underlying
processor hardware is not functional; it's not even strictly object-oriented—CPUs are generally
procedural.All programming languages rest on abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual
machines. These abstractions, in turn, may rely on other abstractions, libraries, frameworks and
virtual machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the world is carried on the back of a giant turtle.
The turtle stands on the back of another giant turtle. And that turtle, in turn, is standing on the
back of yet another turtle.It's turtles all the way down.--Anonymous
All programming languages rest on abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual machines.
These abstractions, in turn, may rely on other abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual
machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the world is carried on the back of a giant turtle. The



turtle stands on the back of another giant turtle. And that turtle, in turn, is standing on the back of
yet another turtle.It's turtles all the way down.All programming languages rest on abstractions,
libraries, frameworks and virtual machines. These abstractions, in turn, may rely on other
abstractions, libraries, frameworks and virtual machines. The most apt metaphor is this: the
world is carried on the back of a giant turtle. The turtle stands on the back of another giant turtle.
And that turtle, in turn, is standing on the back of yet another turtle.It's turtles all the way down.--
Anonymous
There's no practical end to the layers of abstractions.More importantly, the presence of
abstractions and virtual machines doesn't materially change our approach to designing software
to exploit the functional programming features of Python.Even within the functional programming
community, there are more pure and less pure functional programming languages. Some
languages make extensive use of monads to handle stateful things like filesystem input and
output. Other languages rely on a hybridized environment that's similar to the way we use
Python. We write software that's generally functional with carefully chosen procedural
exceptions.Our functional Python programs will rely on the following three stacks of
abstractions:Our applications will be functions—all the way down—until we hit the objectsThe
underlying Python runtime environment that supports our functional programming is objects—all
the way down—until we hit the turtlesThe libraries that support Python are a turtle on which
Python standsThe operating system and hardware form their own stack of turtles. These details
aren't relevant to the problems we're going to solve.A classic example of functional
programmingAs part of our introduction, we'll look at a classic example of functional
programming. This is based on the classic paper Why Functional Programming Matters by John
Hughes. The article appeared in a paper called Research Topics in Functional Programming,
edited by D. Turner, published by Addison-Wesley in 1990.Here's a link to the paper Research
Topics in Functional Programming:This discussion of functional programming in general is
profound. There are several examples given in the paper. We'll look at just one: the Newton-
Raphson algorithm for locating the roots of a function. In this case, the function is the square
root.It's important because many versions of this algorithm rely on the explicit state managed via
loops. Indeed, the Hughes paper provides a snippet of the Fortran code that emphasizes
stateful, imperative processing.The backbone of this approximation is the calculation of the next
approximation from the current approximation. The next_() function takes x, an approximation to
the sqrt(n) method and calculates a next value that brackets the proper root. Take a look at the
following example:def next_(n, x): return (x+n/x)/2This function computes a series of values .
The distance between the values is halved each time, so they'll quickly get to converge on the
value such that, which means . We don't want to call the method next() because this name would
collide with a built-in function. We call it the next_() method so that we can follow the original
presentation as closely as possible.Here's how the function looks when used in the command
prompt:>>> n= 2>>> f= lambda x: next_(n, x)>>> a0= 1.0>>> [ round(x,4) for x in (a0, f(a0),
f(f(a0)), f(f(f(a0))),) ][1.0, 1.5, 1.4167, 1.4142]We've defined the f() method as a lambda that will



converge on . We started with 1.0 as the initial value for . Then we evaluated a sequence of
recursive evaluations: , and so on. We evaluated these functions using a generator expression
so that we could round off each value. This makes the output easier to read and easier to use
with doctest. The sequence appears to converge rapidly on .We can write a function, which will
(in principle) generate an infinite sequence of values converging on the proper square root:def
repeat(f, a): yield a for v in repeat(f, f(a)): yield vThis function will generate approximations
using a function, f(), and an initial value, a. If we provide the next_() function defined earlier, we'll
get a sequence of approximations to the square root of the n argument.TipThe repeat() function
expects the f() function to have a single argument, however, our next_() function has two
arguments. We can use a lambda object, lambda x: next_(n, x), to create a partial version of the
next_() function with one of two variables bound.The Python generator functions can't be trivially
recursive, they must explicitly iterate over the recursive results, yielding them individually.
Attempting to use a simple return repeat(f, f(a)) will end the iteration, returning a generator
expression instead of yielding the sequence of values.We have two ways to return all the values
instead of returning a generator expression, which are as follows:We can write an explicit for
loop as follows:for x in some_iter: yield x.We can use the yield from statement as follows:yield
from some_iter.Both techniques of yielding the values of a recursive generator function are
equivalent. We'll try to emphasize yield from. In some cases, however, the yield with a complex
expression will be more clear than the equivalent mapping or generator expression.Of course,
we don't want the entire infinite sequence. We will stop generating values when two values are
so close to each other that we can call either one the square root we're looking for. The common
symbol for the value, which is close enough, is the Greek letter Epsilon, ε, which can be thought
of as the largest error we will tolerate.In Python, we'll have to be a little clever about taking items
from an infinite sequence one at a time. It works out well to use a simple interface function that
wraps a slightly more complex recursion. Take a look at the following code snippet:def within(ε,
iterable): def head_tail(ε, a, iterable): b= next(iterable) if abs(a-b) <= ε: return b return
head_tail(ε, b, iterable) return head_tail(ε, next(iterable), iterable)We've defined an internal
function, head_tail(), which accepts the tolerance, ε, an item from the iterable sequence, a, and
the rest of the iterable sequence, iterable. The next item from the iterable bound to a name b. If ,
then the two values that are close enough together that we've found the square root. Otherwise,
we use the b value in a recursive invocation of the head_tail() function to examine the next pair
of values.Our within() function merely seeks to properly initialize the internal head_tail() function
with the first value from the iterable parameter.Some functional programming languages offer a
technique that will put a value back into an iterable sequence. In Python, this might be a kind of
unget() or previous() method that pushes a value back into the iterator. Python iterables don't
offer this kind of rich functionality.We can use the three functions next_(), repeat(), and within()
to create a square root function, as follows:def sqrt(a0, ε, n): return within(ε, repeat(lambda x:
next_(n,x), a0))We've used the repeat() function to generate a (potentially) infinite sequence of
values based on the next_(n,x) function. Our within() function will stop generating values in the



sequence when it locates two values with a difference less than ε.When we use this version of
the sqrt() method, we need to provide an initial seed value, a0, and an ε value. An expression
like sqrt(1.0, .0001, 3) will start with an approximation of 1.0 and compute the value of to within
0.0001. For most applications, the initial a0 value can be 1.0. However, the closer it is to the
actual square root, the more rapidly this method converges.The original example of this
approximation algorithm was shown in the Miranda language. It's easy to see that there are few
profound differences between Miranda and Python. The biggest difference is Miranda's ability to
construct cons, a value back into an iterable, doing a kind of unget. This parallelism between
Miranda and Python gives us confidence that many kinds of functional programming can be
easily done in Python.A classic example of functional programmingAs part of our introduction,
we'll look at a classic example of functional programming. This is based on the classic paper
Why Functional Programming Matters by John Hughes. The article appeared in a paper called
Research Topics in Functional Programming, edited by D. Turner, published by Addison-Wesley
in 1990.Here's a link to the paper Research Topics in Functional Programming:This discussion
of functional programming in general is profound. There are several examples given in the paper.
We'll look at just one: the Newton-Raphson algorithm for locating the roots of a function. In this
case, the function is the square root.It's important because many versions of this algorithm rely
on the explicit state managed via loops. Indeed, the Hughes paper provides a snippet of the
Fortran code that emphasizes stateful, imperative processing.The backbone of this
approximation is the calculation of the next approximation from the current approximation. The
next_() function takes x, an approximation to the sqrt(n) method and calculates a next value that
brackets the proper root. Take a look at the following example:def next_(n, x): return (x+n/
x)/2def next_(n, x): return (x+n/x)/2This function computes a series of values . The distance
between the values is halved each time, so they'll quickly get to converge on the value such that,
which means . We don't want to call the method next() because this name would collide with a
built-in function. We call it the next_() method so that we can follow the original presentation as
closely as possible.Here's how the function looks when used in the command prompt:>>> n=
2>>> f= lambda x: next_(n, x)>>> a0= 1.0>>> [ round(x,4) for x in (a0, f(a0), f(f(a0)), f(f(f(a0))),) ]
[1.0, 1.5, 1.4167, 1.4142]>>> n= 2>>> f= lambda x: next_(n, x)>>> a0= 1.0>>> [ round(x,4) for x
in (a0, f(a0), f(f(a0)), f(f(f(a0))),) ][1.0, 1.5, 1.4167, 1.4142]We've defined the f() method as a
lambda that will converge on . We started with 1.0 as the initial value for . Then we evaluated a
sequence of recursive evaluations: , and so on. We evaluated these functions using a generator
expression so that we could round off each value. This makes the output easier to read and
easier to use with doctest. The sequence appears to converge rapidly on .We can write a
function, which will (in principle) generate an infinite sequence of values converging on the
proper square root:def repeat(f, a): yield a for v in repeat(f, f(a)): yield vdef repeat(f, a):
yield a for v in repeat(f, f(a)): yield vThis function will generate approximations using a
function, f(), and an initial value, a. If we provide the next_() function defined earlier, we'll get a
sequence of approximations to the square root of the n argument.TipThe repeat() function



expects the f() function to have a single argument, however, our next_() function has two
arguments. We can use a lambda object, lambda x: next_(n, x), to create a partial version of the
next_() function with one of two variables bound.The Python generator functions can't be trivially
recursive, they must explicitly iterate over the recursive results, yielding them individually.
Attempting to use a simple return repeat(f, f(a)) will end the iteration, returning a generator
expression instead of yielding the sequence of values.TipThe repeat() function expects the f()
function to have a single argument, however, our next_() function has two arguments. We can
use a lambda object, lambda x: next_(n, x), to create a partial version of the next_() function with
one of two variables bound.The Python generator functions can't be trivially recursive, they must
explicitly iterate over the recursive results, yielding them individually. Attempting to use a simple
return repeat(f, f(a)) will end the iteration, returning a generator expression instead of yielding
the sequence of values.We have two ways to return all the values instead of returning a
generator expression, which are as follows:We can write an explicit for loop as follows:for x in
some_iter: yield x.for x in some_iter: yield x.We can use the yield from statement as follows:yield
from some_iter.yield from some_iter.Both techniques of yielding the values of a recursive
generator function are equivalent. We'll try to emphasize yield from. In some cases, however, the
yield with a complex expression will be more clear than the equivalent mapping or generator
expression.Of course, we don't want the entire infinite sequence. We will stop generating values
when two values are so close to each other that we can call either one the square root we're
looking for. The common symbol for the value, which is close enough, is the Greek letter Epsilon,
ε, which can be thought of as the largest error we will tolerate.In Python, we'll have to be a little
clever about taking items from an infinite sequence one at a time. It works out well to use a
simple interface function that wraps a slightly more complex recursion. Take a look at the
following code snippet:def within(ε, iterable): def head_tail(ε, a, iterable): b= next(iterable)
if abs(a-b) <= ε: return b return head_tail(ε, b, iterable) return head_tail(ε, next(iterable),
iterable)def within(ε, iterable): def head_tail(ε, a, iterable): b= next(iterable) if abs(a-b)
<= ε: return b return head_tail(ε, b, iterable) return head_tail(ε, next(iterable), iterable)We've
defined an internal function, head_tail(), which accepts the tolerance, ε, an item from the iterable
sequence, a, and the rest of the iterable sequence, iterable. The next item from the iterable
bound to a name b. If , then the two values that are close enough together that we've found the
square root. Otherwise, we use the b value in a recursive invocation of the head_tail() function to
examine the next pair of values.Our within() function merely seeks to properly initialize the
internal head_tail() function with the first value from the iterable parameter.Some functional
programming languages offer a technique that will put a value back into an iterable sequence. In
Python, this might be a kind of unget() or previous() method that pushes a value back into the
iterator. Python iterables don't offer this kind of rich functionality.We can use the three functions
next_(), repeat(), and within() to create a square root function, as follows:def sqrt(a0, ε, n):
return within(ε, repeat(lambda x: next_(n,x), a0))def sqrt(a0, ε, n): return within(ε,
repeat(lambda x: next_(n,x), a0))We've used the repeat() function to generate a (potentially)



infinite sequence of values based on the next_(n,x) function. Our within() function will stop
generating values in the sequence when it locates two values with a difference less than ε.When
we use this version of the sqrt() method, we need to provide an initial seed value, a0, and an ε
value. An expression like sqrt(1.0, .0001, 3) will start with an approximation of 1.0 and compute
the value of to within 0.0001. For most applications, the initial a0 value can be 1.0. However, the
closer it is to the actual square root, the more rapidly this method converges.The original
example of this approximation algorithm was shown in the Miranda language. It's easy to see
that there are few profound differences between Miranda and Python. The biggest difference is
Miranda's ability to construct cons, a value back into an iterable, doing a kind of unget. This
parallelism between Miranda and Python gives us confidence that many kinds of functional
programming can be easily done in Python.Exploratory Data AnalysisLater in this book, we'll
use the field of EDA as a source for concrete examples of functional programming. This field is
rich with algorithms and approaches to working with complex datasets; functional programming
is often a very good fit between the problem domain and automated solutions.While details vary
from author to author, there are several widely accepted stages of EDA. These include the
following:Data preparation: This might involve extraction and transformation for source
applications. It might involve parsing a source data format and doing some kinds of data
scrubbing to remove unusable or invalid data. This is an excellent application of functional
design techniques.Data exploration: This is a description of the available data. This usually
involves the essential statistical functions. This is another excellent place to explore functional
programming. We can describe our focus as univariate and bivariate statistics but that sounds
too daunting and complex. What this really means is that we'll focus on mean, median, mode,
and other related descriptive statistics. Data exploration may also involve data visualization. We'll
skirt this issue because it doesn't involve very much functional programming. I'll suggest that you
use a toolkit like SciPy.Visit the following link to get more information how SciPY works and its
usage:orData modeling and machine learning: This tends to be proscriptive as it involves
extending a model to new data. We're going to skirt this because some of the models can
become mathematically complex. If we spend too much time on these topics, we won't be able
to focus on functional programming.Evaluation and comparison: When there are alternative
models, each must be evaluated to determine which is a better fit for the available data. This can
involve ordinary descriptive statistics of model outputs. This can benefit from functional design
techniques.The goal of EDA is often to create a model that can be deployed as a decision
support application. In many cases, a model might be a simple function. A simple functional
programming approach can apply the model to new data and display results for human
consumption.Exploratory Data AnalysisLater in this book, we'll use the field of EDA as a source
for concrete examples of functional programming. This field is rich with algorithms and
approaches to working with complex datasets; functional programming is often a very good fit
between the problem domain and automated solutions.While details vary from author to author,
there are several widely accepted stages of EDA. These include the following:Data preparation:



This might involve extraction and transformation for source applications. It might involve parsing
a source data format and doing some kinds of data scrubbing to remove unusable or invalid
data. This is an excellent application of functional design techniques.Data exploration: This is a
description of the available data. This usually involves the essential statistical functions. This is
another excellent place to explore functional programming. We can describe our focus as
univariate and bivariate statistics but that sounds too daunting and complex. What this really
means is that we'll focus on mean, median, mode, and other related descriptive statistics. Data
exploration may also involve data visualization. We'll skirt this issue because it doesn't involve
very much functional programming. I'll suggest that you use a toolkit like SciPy.Visit the following
link to get more information how SciPY works and its usage: or Data modeling and machine
learning: This tends to be proscriptive as it involves extending a model to new data. We're going
to skirt this because some of the models can become mathematically complex. If we spend too
much time on these topics, we won't be able to focus on functional programming.Evaluation and
comparison: When there are alternative models, each must be evaluated to determine which is a
better fit for the available data. This can involve ordinary descriptive statistics of model outputs.
This can benefit from functional design techniques.The goal of EDA is often to create a model
that can be deployed as a decision support application. In many cases, a model might be a
simple function. A simple functional programming approach can apply the model to new data
and display results for human consumption.SummaryWe've looked at programming paradigms
with an eye toward distinguishing the functional paradigm from two common imperative
paradigms. Our objective in this book is to explore the functional programming features of
Python. We've noted that some parts of Python don't allow purely functional programming; we'll
be using some hybrid techniques that meld the good features of succinct, expressive functional
programming with some high-performance optimizations in Python.In the next chapter, we'll look
at five specific functional programming techniques in detail. These techniques will form the
essential foundation for our hybridized functional programming in Python.SummaryWe've looked
at programming paradigms with an eye toward distinguishing the functional paradigm from two
common imperative paradigms. Our objective in this book is to explore the functional
programming features of Python. We've noted that some parts of Python don't allow purely
functional programming; we'll be using some hybrid techniques that meld the good features of
succinct, expressive functional programming with some high-performance optimizations in
Python.In the next chapter, we'll look at five specific functional programming techniques in detail.
These techniques will form the essential foundation for our hybridized functional programming in
Python.Chapter 2. Introducing Some Functional FeaturesMost of the features of functional
programming are already first-class parts of Python. Our goal in writing functional Python is to
shift our focus away from imperative (procedural or object-oriented) techniques to the maximum
extent possible.We'll look at each of the following functional programming topics:First-class and
higher-order functions, which are also known as pure functions.Immutable Data.Strict and non-
strict evaluation. We can also call this eager vs. lazy evaluation.Recursion instead of an explicit



loop state.Functional type systems.This should reiterate some concepts from the first chapter.
Firstly, that purely functional programming avoids the complexities of explicit state maintained
via variable assignment. Secondly, that Python is not a purely functional language.We don't offer
a rigorous definition of functional programming. Instead, we'll locate some common features that
are indisputably important. We'll steer clear of the blurry edges.First-class functionsFunctional
programming is often succinct and expressive. One way to achieve this is by providing functions
as arguments and return values for other functions. We'll look at numerous examples of
manipulating functions.For this to work, functions must be first-class objects in the runtime
environment. In programming languages such as C, a function is not a runtime object. In Python,
however, functions are objects that are created (usually) by the def statements and can be
manipulated by other Python functions. We can also create a function as a callable object or by
assigning lambda to a variable.Here's how a function definition creates an object with
attributes:>>> def example(a, b, **kw):... return a*b...>>> type(example)<class 'function'>>>>
example.__code__.co_varnames('a', 'b', 'kw')>>> example.__code__.co_argcount2We've
created an object, example, that is of class function(). This object has numerous attributes. The
__code__ object associated with the function object has attributes of its own. The
implementation details aren't important. What is important is that functions are first-class
objects, and can be manipulated just like all other objects. We previously displayed the values of
two of the many attributes of a function object.Pure functionsTo be expressive, a function used in
a functional programming design will be free from the confusion created by side effects. Using
pure functions can also allow some optimizations by changing evaluation order. The big win,
however, stems from pure functions being conceptually simpler and much easier to test.To write
a pure function in Python, we have to write local-only code. This means we have to avoid the
global statements. We need to look closely at any use of nonlocal; while it is a side effect in
another scope, it's confined to a nested function definition. This is an easy standard to meet.
Pure functions are a common feature of Python programs.There isn't a trivial way to guarantee a
Python function is free from side effects. It is easy to carelessly break the pure function rule. If we
ever want to worry about our ability to follow this rule, we could write a function that uses the dis
module to scan a given function's __code__.co_code compiled code for global references. It
could report on use of internal closures, and the __code__.co_freevars tuple method as well.
This is a rather complex solution to a rare problem; we won't pursue it further.A Python lambda is
a pure function. While this isn't a highly recommended style, it's certainly possible to create pure
functions via lambda values.Here's a function created by assigning lambda to a variable:>>>
mersenne = lambda x: 2**x-1>>> mersenne(17)131071We created a pure function using
lambda and assigned this to the variable mersenne. This is a callable object with a single
argument value that returns a single value. Because lambda's can't have assignment
statements, they're always pure functions and suitable for functional programming.Higher-order
functionsWe can achieve expressive, succinct programs using higher-order functions. These are
functions that accept a function as an argument or return a function as a value. We can use



higher-order functions as a way to create composite functions from simpler functions.Consider
the Python max() function. We can provide a function as an argument and modify how the max()
function behaves.Here's some data we might want to process:>>> year_cheese = [(2000,
29.87), (2001, 30.12), (2002, 30.6), (2003, 30.66),(2004, 31.33), (2005, 32.62), (2006, 32.73),
(2007, 33.5), (2008, 32.84), (2009, 33.02), (2010, 32.92)]We can apply the max() function as
follows:>>> max(year_cheese)(2010, 32.92)The default behavior is to simply compare each
tuple in the sequence. This will return the tuple with the largest value on position 0.Since the
max() function is a higher-order function, we can provide another function as an argument. In
this case, we'll use lambda as the function; this is used by the max() function, as follows:>>>
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])(2007, 33.5)In this example, the max() function applies
the supplied lambda and returns the tuple with the largest value in position 1.Python provides a
rich collection of higher-order functions. We'll see examples of each of Python's higher-order
functions in later chapters, primarily in Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions. We'll also see how we
can easily write our own higher-order functions.Chapter 2. Introducing Some Functional
FeaturesMost of the features of functional programming are already first-class parts of Python.
Our goal in writing functional Python is to shift our focus away from imperative (procedural or
object-oriented) techniques to the maximum extent possible.We'll look at each of the following
functional programming topics:First-class and higher-order functions, which are also known as
pure functions.Immutable Data.Strict and non-strict evaluation. We can also call this eager vs.
lazy evaluation.Recursion instead of an explicit loop state.Functional type systems.This should
reiterate some concepts from the first chapter. Firstly, that purely functional programming avoids
the complexities of explicit state maintained via variable assignment. Secondly, that Python is
not a purely functional language.We don't offer a rigorous definition of functional programming.
Instead, we'll locate some common features that are indisputably important. We'll steer clear of
the blurry edges.First-class functionsFunctional programming is often succinct and expressive.
One way to achieve this is by providing functions as arguments and return values for other
functions. We'll look at numerous examples of manipulating functions.For this to work, functions
must be first-class objects in the runtime environment. In programming languages such as C, a
function is not a runtime object. In Python, however, functions are objects that are created
(usually) by the def statements and can be manipulated by other Python functions. We can also
create a function as a callable object or by assigning lambda to a variable.Here's how a function
definition creates an object with attributes:>>> def example(a, b, **kw):... return a*b...>>>
type(example)<class 'function'>>>> example.__code__.co_varnames('a', 'b', 'kw')>>>
example.__code__.co_argcount2>>> def example(a, b, **kw):... return a*b...>>>
type(example)<class 'function'>>>> example.__code__.co_varnames('a', 'b', 'kw')>>>
example.__code__.co_argcount2We've created an object, example, that is of class function().
This object has numerous attributes. The __code__ object associated with the function object
has attributes of its own. The implementation details aren't important. What is important is that
functions are first-class objects, and can be manipulated just like all other objects. We previously



displayed the values of two of the many attributes of a function object.Pure functionsTo be
expressive, a function used in a functional programming design will be free from the confusion
created by side effects. Using pure functions can also allow some optimizations by changing
evaluation order. The big win, however, stems from pure functions being conceptually simpler
and much easier to test.To write a pure function in Python, we have to write local-only code. This
means we have to avoid the global statements. We need to look closely at any use of nonlocal;
while it is a side effect in another scope, it's confined to a nested function definition. This is an
easy standard to meet. Pure functions are a common feature of Python programs.There isn't a
trivial way to guarantee a Python function is free from side effects. It is easy to carelessly break
the pure function rule. If we ever want to worry about our ability to follow this rule, we could write
a function that uses the dis module to scan a given function's __code__.co_code compiled code
for global references. It could report on use of internal closures, and the __code__.co_freevars
tuple method as well. This is a rather complex solution to a rare problem; we won't pursue it
further.A Python lambda is a pure function. While this isn't a highly recommended style, it's
certainly possible to create pure functions via lambda values.Here's a function created by
assigning lambda to a variable:>>> mersenne = lambda x: 2**x-1>>> mersenne(17)131071>>>
mersenne = lambda x: 2**x-1>>> mersenne(17)131071We created a pure function using
lambda and assigned this to the variable mersenne. This is a callable object with a single
argument value that returns a single value. Because lambda's can't have assignment
statements, they're always pure functions and suitable for functional programming.Higher-order
functionsWe can achieve expressive, succinct programs using higher-order functions. These are
functions that accept a function as an argument or return a function as a value. We can use
higher-order functions as a way to create composite functions from simpler functions.Consider
the Python max() function. We can provide a function as an argument and modify how the max()
function behaves.Here's some data we might want to process:>>> year_cheese = [(2000,
29.87), (2001, 30.12), (2002, 30.6), (2003, 30.66),(2004, 31.33), (2005, 32.62), (2006, 32.73),
(2007, 33.5), (2008, 32.84), (2009, 33.02), (2010, 32.92)]>>> year_cheese = [(2000, 29.87),
(2001, 30.12), (2002, 30.6), (2003, 30.66),(2004, 31.33), (2005, 32.62), (2006, 32.73), (2007,
33.5), (2008, 32.84), (2009, 33.02), (2010, 32.92)]We can apply the max() function as
follows:>>> max(year_cheese)(2010, 32.92)>>> max(year_cheese)(2010, 32.92)The default
behavior is to simply compare each tuple in the sequence. This will return the tuple with the
largest value on position 0.Since the max() function is a higher-order function, we can provide
another function as an argument. In this case, we'll use lambda as the function; this is used by
the max() function, as follows:>>> max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])(2007, 33.5)>>>
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])(2007, 33.5)In this example, the max() function applies
the supplied lambda and returns the tuple with the largest value in position 1.Python provides a
rich collection of higher-order functions. We'll see examples of each of Python's higher-order
functions in later chapters, primarily in Chapter 5, Higher-order Functions. We'll also see how we
can easily write our own higher-order functions.Immutable dataSince we're not using variables



to track the state of a computation, our focus needs to stay on immutable objects. We can make
extensive use of tuples and namedtuples to provide more complex data structures that are
immutable.The idea of immutable objects is not foreign to Python. There can be a performance
advantage to using immutable tuples instead of more complex mutable objects. In some cases,
the benefits come from rethinking the algorithm to avoid the costs of object mutation.We will
avoid class definitions (almost) entirely. It can seem like it's anathema to avoid objects in an
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) language. Functional programming simply doesn't need
stateful objects. We'll see this throughout this book. There are reasons for defining callable
objects; it is a tidy way to provide namespace for closely-related functions, and it supports a
pleasant level of configurability.We'll look at a common design pattern that works well with
immutable objects: the wrapper() function. A list of tuples is a fairly common data structure. We
will often process this list of tuples in one of the two following ways:Using Higher-order
Functions: As shown earlier, we provided lambda as an argument to the max() function:
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])Using the Wrap-Process-Unwrap pattern: In a
functional context, we should call this the unwrap(process(wrap(structure))) patternFor example,
look at the following command snippet:>>> max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese))(33.5,
(2007, 33.5))>>> _[1](2007, 33.5)This fits the three-part pattern, although it might not be
obvious how well it fits.First, we wrap, using map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese). This will
transform each item into a two tuple with a key followed by the original item. In this example, the
comparison key is merely yc[1].Second, do the processing using the max() function. Since each
piece of data has been simplified to a two tuple with position zero used for comparison, we don't
really need the higher-order function feature of the max() function. The default behavior of the
max() function is exactly what we require.Finally, we unwrap using the subscript [1]. This will pick
the second element of the two tuple selected by the max() function.This kind of wrap and
unwrap is so common that some languages have special functions with names like fst() and
snd() that we can use as a function prefix instead of a syntactic suffix of [0] or [1]. We can use
this idea to modify our wrap-process-unwrap example, as follows:snd= lambda x:
x[1]snd( max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese)))We defined a snd() function to pick the
second item from a tuple. This provides us with an easier-to-read version of
unwrap(process(wrap())). We used map(lambda... , year_cheese) to wrap our raw data items.
We used max() function as the processing and, finally, the snd() function to extract the second
item from the tuple.In Chapter 13, Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, we'll look
at some alternatives to lambda functions like fst() and snd().Immutable dataSince we're not
using variables to track the state of a computation, our focus needs to stay on immutable
objects. We can make extensive use of tuples and namedtuples to provide more complex data
structures that are immutable.The idea of immutable objects is not foreign to Python. There can
be a performance advantage to using immutable tuples instead of more complex mutable
objects. In some cases, the benefits come from rethinking the algorithm to avoid the costs of
object mutation.We will avoid class definitions (almost) entirely. It can seem like it's anathema to



avoid objects in an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) language. Functional programming
simply doesn't need stateful objects. We'll see this throughout this book. There are reasons for
defining callable objects; it is a tidy way to provide namespace for closely-related functions, and
it supports a pleasant level of configurability.We'll look at a common design pattern that works
well with immutable objects: the wrapper() function. A list of tuples is a fairly common data
structure. We will often process this list of tuples in one of the two following ways:Using Higher-
order Functions: As shown earlier, we provided lambda as an argument to the max() function:
max(year_cheese, key=lambda yc: yc[1])Using the Wrap-Process-Unwrap pattern: In a
functional context, we should call this the unwrap(process(wrap(structure))) patternFor example,
look at the following command snippet:>>> max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese))(33.5,
(2007, 33.5))>>> _[1](2007, 33.5)>>> max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese))(33.5,
(2007, 33.5))>>> _[1](2007, 33.5)This fits the three-part pattern, although it might not be
obvious how well it fits.First, we wrap, using map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese). This will
transform each item into a two tuple with a key followed by the original item. In this example, the
comparison key is merely yc[1].Second, do the processing using the max() function. Since each
piece of data has been simplified to a two tuple with position zero used for comparison, we don't
really need the higher-order function feature of the max() function. The default behavior of the
max() function is exactly what we require.Finally, we unwrap using the subscript [1]. This will pick
the second element of the two tuple selected by the max() function.This kind of wrap and
unwrap is so common that some languages have special functions with names like fst() and
snd() that we can use as a function prefix instead of a syntactic suffix of [0] or [1]. We can use
this idea to modify our wrap-process-unwrap example, as follows:snd= lambda x:
x[1]snd( max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese)))snd= lambda x:
x[1]snd( max(map(lambda yc: (yc[1],yc), year_cheese)))We defined a snd() function to pick the
second item from a tuple. This provides us with an easier-to-read version of
unwrap(process(wrap())). We used map(lambda... , year_cheese) to wrap our raw data items.
We used max() function as the processing and, finally, the snd() function to extract the second
item from the tuple.In Chapter 13, Conditional Expressions and the Operator Module, we'll look
at some alternatives to lambda functions like fst() and snd().Strict and non-strict
evaluationFunctional programming's efficiency stems, in part, from being able to defer a
computation until it's required. The idea of lazy or non-strict evaluation is very helpful. It's so
helpful that Python already offers this feature.In Python, the logical expression operators and, or,
and if-then-else are all non-strict. We sometimes call them short-circuit operators because they
don't need to evaluate all arguments to determine the resulting value.The following command
snippet shows the and operator's non-strict feature:>>> 0 and print("right")0>>> True and
print("right")rightWhen we execute the preceding command snippet, the left-hand side of the
and operator is equivalent to False; the right-hand side is not evaluated. When the left-hand side
is equivalent to True, the right-hand side is evaluated.Other parts of Python are strict. Outside
the logical operators, an expression is evaluated eagerly from left-to-right. A sequence of



statement lines is also evaluated strictly in order. Literal lists and tuples require eager
evaluation.When a class is created, the method functions are defined in a strict order. In the
case of a class definition, the method functions are collected into a dictionary (by default) and
order is not maintained after they're created. If we provide two methods with the same name, the
second one is retained because of the strict evaluation order.Python's generator expressions
and generator functions, however, are lazy. These expressions don't create all possible results
immediately. It's difficult to see this without explicitly logging the details of a calculation. Here is
an example of the version of the range() function that has the side effect of showing the numbers
it creates:>>> def numbers():... for i in range(1024):... print( "=", i )... yield iIf this
function were eager, it would create all 1,024 numbers. Since it's lazy, it only creates numbers as
requested.NoteThe older Python 2 range() function was eager and created an actual list of
object with all of the requested numbers. Python 2 has an xrange() function that is lazy and
matches the semantics of the Python 3 range() function.We can use this noisy numbers()
function in a way that will show lazy evaluation. We'll write a function that evaluates some, but
not all, of the values from this iterator:>>> def sum_to(n):... sum= 0... for i in numbers():...
if i == n: break... sum += i... return sumThe sum_to() function will not evaluate the entire
result of the numbers() function. It will break after only consuming a few values from the
numbers() function. We can see this consumption of values in the following log:>>> sum_to(5)=
0= 1= 2= 3= 4= 510As we'll see later, Python generator functions have some properties that
make them a little awkward for simple functional programming. Specifically, a generator can only
be used once in Python. We have to be cautious how we use the lazy Python generator
expressions.Strict and non-strict evaluationFunctional programming's efficiency stems, in part,
from being able to defer a computation until it's required. The idea of lazy or non-strict evaluation
is very helpful. It's so helpful that Python already offers this feature.In Python, the logical
expression operators and, or, and if-then-else are all non-strict. We sometimes call them short-
circuit operators because they don't need to evaluate all arguments to determine the resulting
value.The following command snippet shows the and operator's non-strict feature:>>> 0 and
print("right")0>>> True and print("right")right>>> 0 and print("right")0>>> True and
print("right")rightWhen we execute the preceding command snippet, the left-hand side of the
and operator is equivalent to False; the right-hand side is not evaluated. When the left-hand side
is equivalent to True, the right-hand side is evaluated.Other parts of Python are strict. Outside
the logical operators, an expression is evaluated eagerly from left-to-right. A sequence of
statement lines is also evaluated strictly in order. Literal lists and tuples require eager
evaluation.When a class is created, the method functions are defined in a strict order. In the
case of a class definition, the method functions are collected into a dictionary (by default) and
order is not maintained after they're created. If we provide two methods with the same name, the
second one is retained because of the strict evaluation order.Python's generator expressions
and generator functions, however, are lazy. These expressions don't create all possible results
immediately. It's difficult to see this without explicitly logging the details of a calculation. Here is



an example of the version of the range() function that has the side effect of showing the numbers
it creates:>>> def numbers():... for i in range(1024):... print( "=", i )... yield i>>> def
numbers():... for i in range(1024):... print( "=", i )... yield iIf this function were eager, it
would create all 1,024 numbers. Since it's lazy, it only creates numbers as requested.NoteThe
older Python 2 range() function was eager and created an actual list of object with all of the
requested numbers. Python 2 has an xrange() function that is lazy and matches the semantics of
the Python 3 range() function.NoteThe older Python 2 range() function was eager and created
an actual list of object with all of the requested numbers. Python 2 has an xrange() function that
is lazy and matches the semantics of the Python 3 range() function.We can use this noisy
numbers() function in a way that will show lazy evaluation. We'll write a function that evaluates
some, but not all, of the values from this iterator:>>> def sum_to(n):... sum= 0... for i in
numbers():... if i == n: break... sum += i... return sum>>> def sum_to(n):... sum= 0...
for i in numbers():... if i == n: break... sum += i... return sumThe sum_to() function will
not evaluate the entire result of the numbers() function. It will break after only consuming a few
values from the numbers() function. We can see this consumption of values in the following
log:>>> sum_to(5)= 0= 1= 2= 3= 4= 510>>> sum_to(5)= 0= 1= 2= 3= 4= 510As we'll see later,
Python generator functions have some properties that make them a little awkward for simple
functional programming. Specifically, a generator can only be used once in Python. We have to
be cautious how we use the lazy Python generator expressions.Recursion instead of a explicit
loop stateFunctional programs don't rely on loops and the associated overhead of tracking the
state of loops. Instead, functional programs try to rely on the much simpler approach of recursive
functions. In some languages, the programs are written as recursions, but Tail-Call Optimization
(TCO) by the compiler changes them to loops. We'll introduce some recursion here and examine
it closely in Chapter 6, Recursions and Reductions.We'll look at a simple iteration to test a
number for being prime. A prime number is a natural number, evenly divisible by only 1 and itself.
We can create a naïve and poorly performing algorithm to determine if a number has any factors
between two and the number. This algorithm has the advantage of simplicity; it works acceptably
for solving Project Euler problems. Read up on Miller-Rabin primality tests for a much better
algorithm.We'll use the term coprime to mean that two numbers have only 1 as their common
factor. The numbers 2 and 3, for example, are coprime. The numbers 6 and 9, however, are not
coprime because they have 3 as a common factor.If we want to know if a number, n, is prime, we
actually ask this: is the number n coprime to all prime numbers, p, such that . We can simplify
this using all integers, p, such that .Sometimes, it helps to formalize this as follows:The
expression could look as follows in Python:not any(n%p==0 for p in
range(2,int(math.sqrt(n))+1))A more direct conversion from mathematical formalism to Python
would use all(n%p != 0... ) but that requires strict evaluation of all values of p. The not any version
can terminate early if a True value is found.This simple expression has a for loop inside it: it's not
a pure example of stateless functional programming. We can reframe this into a function that
works with a collection of values. We can ask whether the number, n, is coprime within any value



in the range ?". This uses the symbols, [), to show a half-open interval: the lower values are
included, and the upper value is not included. This is typical behavior of the Python range()
function. We will also restrict ourselves to the domain of natural numbers. The square root
values, for example, are implicitly truncated to integers.We can think of the definition of prime as
the following:When defining a recursive function over a simple range of values, the base case
can be an empty range. A nonempty range is handled recursively by processing one value
combined with a range that's narrower by one value. We might formalize it as follows:This
version is relatively easy to confirm by examining the two cases, which are given as follows:If the
range is empty, , we evaluate something like:. The range contains no values, so the return is a
trivial True.If the range is not empty, we ask something like . This decomposes into . For this
example, we can see that the first clause is True, and we'll evaluate the second clause
recursively.As an exercise for the reader: this recursion can be redefined to count down instead
of up, using [a,b-1) in the second case.As a side note, some folks like to think of the empty
interval as a ≥ b, not a=b. This is needless, since a is incremented by 1 and we can easily
guarantee that a≤b, initially. There's no way for a to somehow leap past b by some error in the
function; we don't need to over-specify the rules for an empty interval.Here is a Python code
snippet that implements this definition of prime:def isprimer(n): def isprime(k, coprime): """Is
k relatively prime to the value coprime?""" if k < coprime*coprime: return True if k %
coprime == 0: return False return isprime(k, coprime+2) if n < 2: return False if n == 2:
return True if n % 2 == 0: return False return isprime(n, 3)This shows a recursive definition of
an isprime() function. The half-open interval is reduced to just the low-end argument, a, which is
renamed coprime in this function to clarify its purpose. The base case is implemented as n <
coprime*coprime; the range of values from coprime to 1+math.sqrt(n) would be empty.The non-
strict and operation is implemented by splitting it out into a separate if statement, if n % coprime
== 0. The return statement is the recursive call with a different coprime test value.Because the
recursion is the tail end of the function, this is an example of Tail recursion.This function is
embedded in a function that establishes the boundary condition that n is an odd number greater
than 2. There's no point in testing any even number for being prime, since 2 is the only even
prime.What's important in this example is that the two cases of this recursive function are quite
simple to design. Making the range of values an explicit argument to the internal isprime()
function allows us to call the function recursively with argument values that reflect a steadily
shrinking interval.While this is often extremely succinct and very expressive, we have to be a
little cautious about using recursion in Python. There are two problems that arise. They are
stated as follows:Python imposes a recursion limit to detect recursive functions with improperly
defined base casesPython does have a compiler to do Tail-Call Optimization (TCO)The default
recursion limit is 1,000, which is adequate for many algorithms. It's possible to change this with
the sys.setrecursionlimit() function. It's not wise to raise this arbitrarily since it might lead to
exceeding the OS memory limitations and crashing the Python interpreter.If we try a recursive
isprimer() function on a number over 1,000,000, we'll run foul of the recursion limit. If we used a



somehow smarter isprimer() function that only checked prime factors instead of all factors, we'd
be stopped at the 1,000th prime number, 7,919, limiting our prime testing to numbers below
62,710,561.Some functional programming languages can optimize simple recursive functions
such as our isprimer() function. An optimizing compiler can transform the recursive evaluation of
the isprimer(n, coprime+1) method into a low-overhead loop. The optimization tends to make a
hash of call stacks; debugging optimized programs becomes difficult. Python doesn't perform
this optimization. Performance and memory are sacrificed for clarity and simplicity.In Python,
when we use a generator expression instead of a recursive function, we essentially do the tail-
call optimization manually. We don't rely on a compiler for some functional language to do this
optimization.Here is TCO done as a generator expression:def isprime(p): if p < 2: return False
if p == 2: return True if p % 2 == 0: return False return not any(p==0 for p in
range(3,int(math.sqrt(n))+1,2))This function includes many of the functional programming
principles, but it uses a generator expression instead of a pure recursion.TipWe'll often optimize
a purely recursive function to use an explicit for loop in a generator expression.This algorithm is
slow for large primes. For composite numbers, the function often returns a value quickly. If used
on a value such as , it will take a few minutes to show that this is prime. Clearly, the slowness
comes from checking 1,518,500,249 individual candidate factors.Recursion instead of a explicit
loop stateFunctional programs don't rely on loops and the associated overhead of tracking the
state of loops. Instead, functional programs try to rely on the much simpler approach of recursive
functions. In some languages, the programs are written as recursions, but Tail-Call Optimization
(TCO) by the compiler changes them to loops. We'll introduce some recursion here and examine
it closely in Chapter 6, Recursions and Reductions.We'll look at a simple iteration to test a
number for being prime. A prime number is a natural number, evenly divisible by only 1 and itself.
We can create a naïve and poorly performing algorithm to determine if a number has any factors
between two and the number. This algorithm has the advantage of simplicity; it works acceptably
for solving Project Euler problems. Read up on Miller-Rabin primality tests for a much better
algorithm.We'll use the term coprime to mean that two numbers have only 1 as their common
factor. The numbers 2 and 3, for example, are coprime. The numbers 6 and 9, however, are not
coprime because they have 3 as a common factor.If we want to know if a number, n, is prime, we
actually ask this: is the number n coprime to all prime numbers, p, such that . We can simplify
this using all integers, p, such that .Sometimes, it helps to formalize this as follows:The
expression could look as follows in Python:not any(n%p==0 for p in
range(2,int(math.sqrt(n))+1))not any(n%p==0 for p in range(2,int(math.sqrt(n))+1))A more direct
conversion from mathematical formalism to Python would use all(n%p != 0... ) but that requires
strict evaluation of all values of p. The not any version can terminate early if a True value is
found.This simple expression has a for loop inside it: it's not a pure example of stateless
functional programming. We can reframe this into a function that works with a collection of
values. We can ask whether the number, n, is coprime within any value in the range ?". This uses
the symbols, [), to show a half-open interval: the lower values are included, and the upper value



is not included. This is typical behavior of the Python range() function. We will also restrict
ourselves to the domain of natural numbers. The square root values, for example, are implicitly
truncated to integers.We can think of the definition of prime as the following:When defining a
recursive function over a simple range of values, the base case can be an empty range. A
nonempty range is handled recursively by processing one value combined with a range that's
narrower by one value. We might formalize it as follows:This version is relatively easy to confirm
by examining the two cases, which are given as follows:If the range is empty, , we evaluate
something like:. The range contains no values, so the return is a trivial True. If the range is not
empty, we ask something like . This decomposes into . For this example, we can see that the first
clause is True, and we'll evaluate the second clause recursively. As an exercise for the reader:
this recursion can be redefined to count down instead of up, using [a,b-1) in the second case.As
a side note, some folks like to think of the empty interval as a ≥ b, not a=b. This is needless,
since a is incremented by 1 and we can easily guarantee that a≤b, initially. There's no way for a
to somehow leap past b by some error in the function; we don't need to over-specify the rules for
an empty interval.Here is a Python code snippet that implements this definition of prime:def
isprimer(n): def isprime(k, coprime): """Is k relatively prime to the value coprime?""" if k <
coprime*coprime: return True if k % coprime == 0: return False return isprime(k, coprime
+2) if n < 2: return False if n == 2: return True if n % 2 == 0: return False return isprime(n,
3)def isprimer(n): def isprime(k, coprime): """Is k relatively prime to the value coprime?"""
if k < coprime*coprime: return True if k % coprime == 0: return False return isprime(k,
coprime+2) if n < 2: return False if n == 2: return True if n % 2 == 0: return False return
isprime(n, 3)This shows a recursive definition of an isprime() function. The half-open interval is
reduced to just the low-end argument, a, which is renamed coprime in this function to clarify its
purpose. The base case is implemented as n < coprime*coprime; the range of values from
coprime to 1+math.sqrt(n) would be empty.The non-strict and operation is implemented by
splitting it out into a separate if statement, if n % coprime == 0. The return statement is the
recursive call with a different coprime test value.Because the recursion is the tail end of the
function, this is an example of Tail recursion.This function is embedded in a function that
establishes the boundary condition that n is an odd number greater than 2. There's no point in
testing any even number for being prime, since 2 is the only even prime.What's important in this
example is that the two cases of this recursive function are quite simple to design. Making the
range of values an explicit argument to the internal isprime() function allows us to call the
function recursively with argument values that reflect a steadily shrinking interval.While this is
often extremely succinct and very expressive, we have to be a little cautious about using
recursion in Python. There are two problems that arise. They are stated as follows:Python
imposes a recursion limit to detect recursive functions with improperly defined base
casesPython does have a compiler to do Tail-Call Optimization (TCO)The default recursion limit
is 1,000, which is adequate for many algorithms. It's possible to change this with the
sys.setrecursionlimit() function. It's not wise to raise this arbitrarily since it might lead to



exceeding the OS memory limitations and crashing the Python interpreter.If we try a recursive
isprimer() function on a number over 1,000,000, we'll run foul of the recursion limit. If we used a
somehow smarter isprimer() function that only checked prime factors instead of all factors, we'd
be stopped at the 1,000th prime number, 7,919, limiting our prime testing to numbers below
62,710,561.Some functional programming languages can optimize simple recursive functions
such as our isprimer() function. An optimizing compiler can transform the recursive evaluation of
the isprimer(n, coprime+1) method into a low-overhead loop. The optimization tends to make a
hash of call stacks; debugging optimized programs becomes difficult. Python doesn't perform
this optimization. Performance and memory are sacrificed for clarity and simplicity.In Python,
when we use a generator expression instead of a recursive function, we essentially do the tail-
call optimization manually. We don't rely on a compiler for some functional language to do this
optimization.Here is TCO done as a generator expression:def isprime(p): if p < 2: return False
if p == 2: return True if p % 2 == 0: return False return not any(p==0 for p in
range(3,int(math.sqrt(n))+1,2))def isprime(p): if p < 2: return False if p == 2: return True if p %
2 == 0: return False return not any(p==0 for p in range(3,int(math.sqrt(n))+1,2))This function
includes many of the functional programming principles, but it uses a generator expression
instead of a pure recursion.TipWe'll often optimize a purely recursive function to use an explicit
for loop in a generator expression.TipWe'll often optimize a purely recursive function to use an
explicit for loop in a generator expression.This algorithm is slow for large primes. For composite
numbers, the function often returns a value quickly. If used on a value such as , it will take a few
minutes to show that this is prime. Clearly, the slowness comes from checking 1,518,500,249
individual candidate factors.Functional type systemsSome functional programming languages
such as Haskell and Scala are statically compiled, and depend on declared types for functions
and their arguments. In order to provide the kind of flexibility Python already has, these
languages have sophisticated type matching rules so that a generic function can be written,
which works for a variety of related types.In Object-Oriented Python, we often use the class
inheritance hierarchy instead of sophisticated function type matching. We rely on Python to
dispatch an operator to a proper method based on simple name matching rules.Since Python
already has the desired levels of flexibility, the type matching rules for a compiled functional
language aren't relevant. Indeed, we could argue that the sophisticated type matching is a
workaround imposed by static compilation. Python doesn't need this workaround because it's a
dynamic language.In some cases, we might have to resort to using isinstance(a, tuple) to detect
if an argument value is tuple or an individual value. This will be as rare in functional programs as
it is in Object-Oriented Programs.Functional type systemsSome functional programming
languages such as Haskell and Scala are statically compiled, and depend on declared types for
functions and their arguments. In order to provide the kind of flexibility Python already has, these
languages have sophisticated type matching rules so that a generic function can be written,
which works for a variety of related types.In Object-Oriented Python, we often use the class
inheritance hierarchy instead of sophisticated function type matching. We rely on Python to



dispatch an operator to a proper method based on simple name matching rules.Since Python
already has the desired levels of flexibility, the type matching rules for a compiled functional
language aren't relevant. Indeed, we could argue that the sophisticated type matching is a
workaround imposed by static compilation. Python doesn't need this workaround because it's a
dynamic language.In some cases, we might have to resort to using isinstance(a, tuple) to detect
if an argument value is tuple or an individual value. This will be as rare in functional programs as
it is in Object-Oriented Programs.Familiar territoryOne of the ideas that emerge from the
previous list of topics is that most functional programming is already present in Python. Indeed,
most functional programming is already a very typical and common part of Object-Oriented
Programming.As a very specific example, a fluent Application Program Interface (API) is a very
clear example of functional programming. If we take time to create a class with return self() in
each method function, we can use it as follows:some_object.foo().bar().yet_more()We can just
as easily write several closely-related functions that work as
follows:yet_more(bar(foo(some_object)))We've switched the syntax from traditional object-
oriented suffix notation to a more functional prefix notation. Python uses both notations freely,
often using a prefix version of a special method name. For example, the len() function is
generally implemented by the class.__len__() special method.Of course, the implementation of
the class shown above might involve a highly stateful object. Even then, a small change in
viewpoint might reveal a functional approach that can lead to more succinct or more expressive
programming.The point is not that imperative programming is broken in some way, or that
functional programming offers such a vastly superior technology. The point is that functional
programming leads to a change in viewpoint that can—in many cases—be very helpful.Familiar
territoryOne of the ideas that emerge from the previous list of topics is that most functional
programming is already present in Python. Indeed, most functional programming is already a
very typical and common part of Object-Oriented Programming.As a very specific example, a
fluent Application Program Interface (API) is a very clear example of functional programming. If
we take time to create a class with return self() in each method function, we can use it as
follows:some_object.foo().bar().yet_more()some_object.foo().bar().yet_more()We can just as
easily write several closely-related functions that work as
follows:yet_more(bar(foo(some_object)))yet_more(bar(foo(some_object)))We've switched the
syntax from traditional object-oriented suffix notation to a more functional prefix notation. Python
uses both notations freely, often using a prefix version of a special method name. For example,
the len() function is generally implemented by the class.__len__() special method.Of course, the
implementation of the class shown above might involve a highly stateful object. Even then, a
small change in viewpoint might reveal a functional approach that can lead to more succinct or
more expressive programming.The point is not that imperative programming is broken in some
way, or that functional programming offers such a vastly superior technology. The point is that
functional programming leads to a change in viewpoint that can—in many cases—be very
helpful.Saving some advanced conceptsWe will set some more advanced concepts aside for



consideration in later chapters. These concepts are part of the implementation of a purely
functional language. Since Python isn't purely functional, our hybrid approach won't require deep
consideration of these topics.We will identify these up-front for the benefit of folks who already
know a functional language such as Haskell and are learning Python. The underlying concerns
are present in all programming languages but we'll tackle them differently in Python. In many
cases, we can and will drop into imperative programming rather than use a strictly functional
approach.The topics are as follows:Referential transparency: When looking at lazy evaluation
and the various kinds of optimization that are possible in a compiled language, the idea of
multiple routes to the same object is important. In Python, this isn't as important because there
aren't any relevant compile-time optimizations.Currying: The type systems will employ currying
to reduce multiple-argument functions to single-argument functions. We'll look at currying in
some depth in Chapter 11, Decorator Design Techniques.Monads: These are purely functional
constructs that allow us to structure a sequential pipeline of processing in a flexible way. In some
cases, we'll resort to imperative Python to achieve the same end. We'll also leverage the elegant
PyMonad library for this. We'll defer this to Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library.Saving some
advanced conceptsWe will set some more advanced concepts aside for consideration in later
chapters. These concepts are part of the implementation of a purely functional language. Since
Python isn't purely functional, our hybrid approach won't require deep consideration of these
topics.We will identify these up-front for the benefit of folks who already know a functional
language such as Haskell and are learning Python. The underlying concerns are present in all
programming languages but we'll tackle them differently in Python. In many cases, we can and
will drop into imperative programming rather than use a strictly functional approach.The topics
are as follows:Referential transparency: When looking at lazy evaluation and the various kinds of
optimization that are possible in a compiled language, the idea of multiple routes to the same
object is important. In Python, this isn't as important because there aren't any relevant compile-
time optimizations.Currying: The type systems will employ currying to reduce multiple-argument
functions to single-argument functions. We'll look at currying in some depth in Chapter 11,
Decorator Design Techniques.Monads: These are purely functional constructs that allow us to
structure a sequential pipeline of processing in a flexible way. In some cases, we'll resort to
imperative Python to achieve the same end. We'll also leverage the elegant PyMonad library for
this. We'll defer this to Chapter 14, The PyMonad Library.
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Ptter, “Four Stars. Great book, but not for beginners.”

Erik, “Four Stars. Good for introducing functional ideas into Python”

JC, “Not your Mothers Python Book. Unless you have lived in a cave for the last few years you
probably realize the importance of Python in today’s IT world. It has become the go to tool for
science, statistics, math and large data. There are many different add-ons and libraries that
make Python a leader in this area. But as great as Python is, it was not originally designed to be
a purely functional programming language. Is this a bad thing?Absolutely not. Python was
designed to be a flexible, easy to read programming language that could fit into just about any
programming modality. So what makes a fully functional programming language? It would take
a very long book to fully explain this, but in its most simplistic form a functional language does
not concentrate on state, but a series of functions that receive an input (of many types) and
gives on output (again of many types). It does not keep track of other things outside the request
and therefor can be very efficient at what it does and lends itself to efficient testing without
keeping track of lots of outside issues. Think of a command line where you put in something and
get a response. Together, a group of these functions become a program that handles the myriad
of requests given it. It lends itself more to projects with specific things to accomplish.So why
Python Functional Programming and more importantly, why this book. Python can also lend
itself to inefficient objects, styles and procedures and the use of carefully crafted functions in
various area can greatly improve your code and the speed and efficiency of your program. This
book covers many areas where superbly crafted functions could dramatically affect the
performance and readability of your coding.2nd, this book is crafted to handle the new wave
demand of statistical and deep analysis of data. This book goes past the "Hello World" of
programming and is not a basic Python Programming manual. This book tackles very complex
methods of functions and can greatly enhance your abilities in this area. If you are looking
towards data science or deep analysis work this book will open a lot of programming options for
you.This is not a fluff book, so be ready to roll up your sleeves.  I think you will enjoy the ride.”

Konstantinos Passadis, “Take your python to the next level. Python is not a functional
programming language but it is multiparadigm and as such it has a lot of functional features. In
fact, it turns out that using those features you end up writing elegant, idiomatic and bug-free
code. This is what this book is all about. The author assumes familiarity with python but none
with functional programming is required.As the book progresses the reader is introduced to
functional concepts (higher order functions, recursion, tail call optimization, lazy evaluation,
lambdas, reductions, transformations, functional composition etc) as well as python tools and
idioms (itertools, functools, decorator design pattern, designing concurrent processing etc.) via
short and clearly explained examples. Towards the end the author even introduces "mystical"



monads and applicative functors. In effect, by reading this book your achievement is twofold: 1.
you get to understand functional concepts and see programming from a different way of
thinking, which will make you a better programmer and 2. you raise your python skills to the next
level - the way you code python will never be the same. 5 stars.”

ajk251, “One of the best Python books out there!. This book is, pound for pound, the best Python
book I have (and, in my view, the best Python book Packt has published). Unlike some other
books, this book generally avoids the general introductions into Python, material easily covered
in a google search, or overly simplistic examples. It is well written, clear, and concise. I have
learned a lot from every chapter.As a novice/intermediate programmer, I never put much thought
into having a functional style - but reviewer JC puts it well - it improves your code. The book has
introduces strategies and styles to solve common programming problems succinctly and
efficiently. I think nearly every type of programmer can get something out of this book.At the risk
of redundancy, some Python experience is important and this book is not for the faint of heart.
Also, it can seem densely written and (at least in the digital versions) tricky to read some of the
code segments.”

Matteo, “Functional programming made (relatively) easy. This book provides insight into applying
functional programming to python using simple examples and without making the reader go mad
with just code to look at. The book eventually devolves into quite heavy stuff so you should have
a modicum of coding experience or you may not understand it after a while. The examples and
code structures are easy to follow and possibly handy if you want to fine tune your python code.
Good read if you want to learn new tricks.”

Mr H, “Great practical book which shows how to apply functional techniques .... Great practical
book which shows how to apply functional techniques to your python code. This is not a book on
pure functional programming since python is not a pure functional language. The author gives a
lot of techniques on how to use the functional side of python in the way its meant to be used.
Great techniques with tuples, iterators, generators and warp-unwrap are used throughout the
book. This is a great book if you wish to learn a different angle to programming with python.”

The book by Benjamin Gorton has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 10 people have provided feedback.
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